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COMPLETION FOR BRAIDED ENRICHED MONOIDAL CATEGORIES
SCOTT MORRISON, DAVID PENNEYS, AND JULIA PLAVNIK
Abstract. Monoidal categories enriched in a braided monoidal categoryV are classied by braided oplax
monoidal functors fromV to the Drinfeld centers of ordinary monoidal categories. In this article, we prove
that this classifying functor is strongly monoidal if and only if the originalV-monoidal category is tensored
overV . We then dene a completion operation which produces a tensoredV-monoidal category C from an
arbitraryV-monoidal category C, and we determine many equivalent conditions which imply C and C are
V-monoidally equivalent.
Since being tensored is a property of the underlyingV-category of aV-monoidal category, we begin
by studying the equivalence between (tensored) V-categories and oplax (strong) V-module categories
respectively. We then dene the completion operation for V-categories, and adapt these results to the
V-monoidal setting.
1. Introduction
In [MP17], the rst two authors studied the notion of a monoidal category enriched in a braided
monoidal categoryV . While the notion of a monoidal category enriched in a symmetric closed monoidal
category has been extensively studied in the enriched category theory literature (e.g. [Str83; Kel05; Str05;
GP18]), the fact that the base for enrichment may be a braided monoidal categoryV that is not symmetric
has not been extensively explored. We note that Remark 5.2 of [JS93] foreshadows this development,
and [BM12] studies an even more general setting, of a category enriched in a duoidal category, which
specialises to the present one when the two tensor products agree. In [MP17], we proved a classication
result forV-monoidal categories, which we improve slightly in §6.4 below to obtain
Theorem 1.1. LetV be a braided monoidal category. There is a bijective correspondence{
Closed V-monoidal categories C such
that CV(1C → −) admits a left adjoint
}

{ Pairs (T ,F Z ) with T a closed monoidal category
and F Z : V → Z (T ) braided oplax monoidal,
such that F := F Z ◦ R admits a right adjoint
}
.
(Note that the main result of [MP17] required ‘rigid’ in place of ‘closed’.)
Here, CV denotes the underlying category of C with the same objects and hom sets CV(a → b) :=
V(1V → C(a → b)). We call C closed if everyV-functor a ⊗ − : C → C admits a rightV-adjoint [a,−].
We refer the reader to §2.5 below or to [Kel05, §1.11] for a discussion aboutV-adjunctions betweenV-
functors. On the other side, R : Z (T ) → T denotes the forgetful functor, and by an abuse of nomenclature,
we assume all oplax monoidal functors are strongly unital, i.e., F (1V) = 1T , and the oplaxitor morphisms
νu,v are isomorphisms whenever u or v is 1V .
As in [MP17], we adopt the convention that we write composition of maps from left to right, contrary to
the convention of most of mathematics. This has implications for other conventions, like our conventions
for the internal hom in a closed monoidal category (Notation 2.1) and the evaluation and coevaluation
in a rigid monoidal category (Example 5.13). We also suppress all associators and unitors of monoidal
categories to ease the notation.
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Theorem 1.1 is somewhat surprising due to the presence of the adjective oplax, and the absence of any
type of rigidity or pivotal structure. In comparison, the article [HPT16] shows there is an equivalence of
categories between anchored planar algebras in a braided pivotal categoryV and triples (C,F Z , c) where
C is a pivotal category, F Z : V → Z (C) is a braided pivotal strong monoidal functor, and c generates C
as a module tensor category [MP17].
It is thus natural to ask the question: if this braided oplax monoidal functor V → Z (T ) is in fact
strong monoidal, what can we say about the correspondingV-monoidal category? In [MP17, §1.2], we
claimed this property is exactly that C is tensored overV . To dene the property of being tensored, we
needV to be closed to dene the self-enrichment V̂ (see Examples 2.6 and 6.2). AV-category C is called
tensored if everyV-representable functor C(a → −) : C → V̂ (see [Kel05, §1.6] or §2.8) admits a left
V-adjoint; notice this is a property of the underlying V-category of a V-monoidal category. In §7.2
below, we prove the following.
Theorem 1.2. LetV be a closed monoidal category. Under Theorem 1.1, there is a bijective correspondence
{Tensored closedV-monoidal categories } 
{ Pairs (T ,F Z ) with T a closed monoidal category
and F Z : V → Z (T ) braided strong monoidal,
such that F := F Z ◦ R admits a right adjoint
}
.
We also get a bijective correspondence replacing closed with rigid on both sides above.
As a nal application, we discuss the notion of completion for an arbitraryV-monoidal category C
whenV is closed. The completion C is a tensoredV-monoidal category which comes with a canonical
inclusion V-monoidal functor I : C → C which satises a universal property. There are interesting
open questions related to this universal property, and we refer the reader to Remark 5.8 for more details.
We give many equivalent conditions under which C isV-monoidally equivalent to its completion C in
Theorem 8.5.
Remark 1.3. When V is symmetric, completion of a V-category can also be thought of as a partial
cocompletion, closing the representable presheaves inV−Fun(Cop → Vˆ) under certain weighted colimits.
We have not seen a development of this idea whenV is merely braided (or indeed a generalisation of
weighted colimits to that setting). Even before passing to the case ofV-monoidal categories, this article
takes a more pedestrian approach.
Indeed Ross Street has suggested to us that the monoidal structure we specify here on the completion
of a V-monoidal category should be thought of as the restriction of Day convolution on the entire
category of presheaves. At this point, we do not know how relaxed one can by aboutV and have this
work: whenV is symmetric and cocomplete, it should be straightforward, but we have not yet studied
Day convolution on presheaves whenV is merely braided and so have not veried that Day convolution
provides an alternative route to the completion of aV-monoidal category.
1.1. TensoredV-categories. As mentioned above, being tensored is a property, and not extra structure,
of the underlying V-category of a V-monoidal category, which we view as enriched in the closed
monoidal categoryV where we forget the braiding. Thus to understand tensoredV-monoidal categories
and the completion operation, we begin by working one categorical level down with ordinaryV-categories.
Versions of the following folklore theorems have been proven many times, and [Lin81] is the earliest
appearance of which we are aware.1
1 Other proofs appear in [JK01], [GP97] and [GM10, Lem. 4.7], all of which do not cite [Lin81]!
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Theorem 1.4. LetV be a monoidal category. There is a bijective correspondence{V-categories C such that each
CV(a → −) : CV → V admits a
left adjoint
}

{
Strongly unital oplaxV-modulesM such
that eachm C − admits a right adjoint
}
.
Here, an oplaxV-module means the associators αm,u,v ∈ M(m C uv →m C u C v) need not be an
isomorphism, and strongly unital means that each unitor ρm ∈ M(m →m C 1V) is an isomorphism, as
is αm,u,v whenever u or v is 1V .
Theorem 1.5. LetV be a closed monoidal category. Under Theorem 1.4, there is a bijective correspondence
{TensoredV-categories } 
{
Strong V-modules such that each
m C − admits a rightV-adjoint
}
.
It is also interesting to note that the article [Lin81] also points out that many results proven whenV
is symmetric closed still hold whenV is merely braided closed!
Unfortunately, many of the above proofs available leave substantial parts to the reader. In order to
fully understand the operation of completion for V-categories, we provide yet another independent
proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 in §3 and §4 respectively. Along the way, we prove a helpful result on
lifting underlying adjunctions toV-adjunctions in Theorem 4.5, which introduces the notion of a tensored
V-functor (see §1.2 right below and §4.1 for more details).
Now in the case of a closedV-monoidal category C for which the functor CV(1C → −) : CV →V
admits a left adjoint, the oplaxV-module structure of CV can be easily written in terms of the classifying
oplax monoidal functor F = F Z : V → CV from Theorem 1.1 by c C v := cF (v) and αc,u,v := 1cνu,v .
1.2. Completion forV-(monoidal) categories. We discuss the operation of completion forV-categories
in §5. Starting with a closed monoidal category V and a V-category C, we dene the objects of the
V-category C as the formal expression a J u for a ∈ C and u ∈ V , and we dene the hom objects by
C(a J u → b J v) := V̂(u → C(a → b)v). Similar to the self-enrichment V̂ , the composition morphism
− ◦C − is given by taking the mate of
(εV̂u→C(a→b)v1V̂(v→C(b→c)w)) ◦ (1C(a→b)εV̂v→C(b→c)w ) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1w )
under the adjunction
V(C(a J u → b J v)C(b J v → c J w) → C(a J u → c J w))
= V(V̂(u → C(a → b)v)V̂(v → C(b → c)w) → V̂(u → C(a → c)w))
 V(uV̂(u → C(a → b)v)V̂(v → C(b → c)w) → C(a → c)w)
Here, εV̂u→v : V(uV̂ (u → v) → v) is the unit of the adjunction V(uw → v)  V(w → V̂(u → v))
(notice our convention for internal hom is not the usual one).
We get a canonicalV-functor I : C → C by dening I(c) = c J 1V and Ic→d is the mate of 1C(c→d)
under the adjunction
V(C(c → d) → C(I(c) → I(d))) = V(C(c → d) → V̂(1V → C(c → d)))  V(C(c → d) → C(c → d)).
Now when we assume our V-category C is tensored, we give many equivalent conditions under
which C is equivalent to its completion C in Theorem 5.12. We state a few of these conditions here.
Theorem 1.6. Suppose C is a tensoredV-category. The following are equivalent:
(1) EveryV-representable functor Ra = C(a → −) : C → V̂ is tensored.
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(2) TheV-functor I : C → C is tensored.
(3) TheV-functor I : C → C witnesses aV-equivalence.
Suppose C andD areV-categories, such that all representable functors for CV and forDV admit left
adjoints. (In Denition 3.1 we called such categories oplax tensored.) In Denition 4.2 we dene the notion
of aV-functor F : C → D being tensored, and we sketch this here. Given aV-functor F : C → D the
underlying functor FV : CV → DV can be canonically endowed with the structure of a strongly unital
lax V-module functor between the oplax V-module categories obtained from Theorem 1.4. Indeed, we
dene the laxitor µFc,v ∈ DV(F (c) C v → F(c C v)) to be the mate of ηC ◦ Fc→cCv under the adjunction
DV(F (c) C v → F(c C v)) = V(1V → D(F (c) C v → F(c C v)))  V(v → D(F (c) → F (c C v))),
where ηC is the unit of the adjunctionV(v → C(c → c C v))  CV(c C v → c C v). Now we say the
V-functor F is tensored if µFc,v is an isomorphism for all c ∈ C and v ∈ V .
As an interesting aside, we prove in Lemma 5.14 that a closed monoidal categoryV is rigid if and
only if everyV-representable functor V̂(v → −) is tensored. As a corollary, we see that whenV is rigid,
then aV-category C is tensored if and only if it isV-equivalent to itsV-completion via the inclusion
I : C → C.
Returning to theV-monoidal setting, when C is an arbitraryV-monoidal category, in §8, we endow
C with aV-monoidal structure by dening (a J u)(b J v) := ab J uv and the tensor product morphism
− ⊗C − as the mate of
(1uβw,V̂(u→C(a→b)v)1V̂(w→C(c→d)x)) ◦ (εV̂u→C(a→b)vεV̂w→C(c→d)x ) ◦ (1C(a→b)β−1v,C(c→d)1x ) ◦ ((− ⊗C −)1vx )
under the adjunction
V(V̂(u → C(a → b)v)V̂(w → C(c → d)x) → V̂(uw → C(ac → bd)vx)
 V(uwV̂(u → C(a → b)v)V̂(w → C(c → d)x) → C(ac → bd)vx).
In this setting, theV-functor I : C → C can be trivially equipped with the structure of aV-monoidal
functor. Again as being tensored is a property of the underlyingV-category, we get the following formal
consequence of Theorem 1.6.
Corollary 1.7. Suppose C is a tensored closedV-monoidal category. The following are equivalent:
(1) EveryV-representable functor Ra = C(a → −) : C → V̂ is tensored.
(2) TheV-functor I : C → C is tensored.
(3) TheV-monoidal functor I : C → C witnesses aV-monoidal equivalence.
As an example, which has many obvious generalizations, one may consider the category of vector
spaces Vec as enriched in super vector spaces sVec in the trivial way which does not see the odd line. The
completion Vec is again sVec.
Finally, in §8.3, we discuss the open question of whether C being closedV-monoidal implies C is
closed. This problem is similar in spirit to the open question raised in Remark 5.8 pertaining to the
universal property of the completion. Clearly any of the hypotheses of the above corollary imply C is
closed, as it is thenV-monoidally equivalent to the closed tensoredV-monoidal category C. We show
that C is closed when C is closed wheneverV is rigid in Proposition 8.10 below.
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2. Enriched categories
For this article,V will denote a monoidal category. As in [MP17], we will always write composition
of morphisms from left to right, contrary to the way most mathematics is written. This results in other
conventional dierences which we address as they arise. To ease the notation, we will omit writing tensor
product symbols whenever possible and suppress all unitors and associators inV .
Notation 2.1. WhenV is closed, our convention for the internal hom V̂(u → v) for u,v : V is given
by the following adjunction:
(2.1) V(uw → v)  V(w → V̂(u → v)).
The evaluation morphism or counit εV̂u→v ∈ V(uV̂(u → v) → v) is the mate of 1V̂(u→v) under the
adjunction
V(uV̂(u → v) → v)  V(V̂(u → v) → V̂(u → v)).
2.1. V-modules. We briey discuss module categories and module functors.
Denition 2.2. An oplax rightV-module category is a 1-categoryM together with the following data:
• a bifunctor C:M ×V →M
• oplaxitor morphisms αm,u,v ∈ M(m C uv →m C u C v) form ∈ M, u,v ∈ V , and
• distinguished morphisms ρm ∈ M(m C 1V →m)
satisfying the following axioms:
• (naturality) the αm,u,v and ρm are natural in all variables,
• (associativity) for all m ∈ M and u,v,w ∈ V , the following diagram commutes (where we
suppress the associator inV)
m C uvw m C u C vw
m C uv C w m C u C v C w
αm,u,vw
αm,uv,w αmCu,v,w
αm,u,vC1w
,
and
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• (unitality) for allm ∈ M and v ∈ V , the following diagram commutes:
m C 1Vv m C 1V C v
m C v
=
αm,1V ,v
ρmC1v
An oplax rightV-module category is called strongly unital2 if all morphisms ρ above are isomorphisms.
An oplax rightV-module category is called a strong rightV-module category if all morphisms α , ρ above
are isomorphisms.
Generally, the term ‘strong’ is omitted, and we merely refer to V-module categories and oplax
V-module categories. There is a similar notion of a(n oplax) leftV-module category.
Denition 2.3. SupposeM,N are right oplaxV-modules. A laxV-module functorM →N is a pair
(F , µ) where F :M → N is a functor and µ is a family of maps {µm,v ∈ N(F (m) C v → F(m C v))}
such that
• (naturality) µm,v is natural inm ∈ M and v ∈ V ,
• (associativity) for allm ∈ M and u,v ∈ V , µm,uv ◦ F (αCm,u,v) = αDF (m),u,v ◦ (µm,u C 1v) ◦ µmCu,v as
morphisms in N(F (m) C uv → F(m C u C v)), and
• (unitality) for allm ∈ M, µm,1V ◦ F (ρMm ) = ρNm ∈ N(F (m) C 1V → F(m)).
A lax V-module functor is called strongly unital if every µm,1V is an isomorphism. A lax V-module
functor is called a (strong)V-module functor if every µm,v is an isomorphism.
An equivalence between oplaxV-modules consists of a pair of strongV-module functors between
oplaxV-modules which is an equivalence of the underlying categories.
Remark 2.4. IfM and N are strongly unital so that ρMm and ρNn are isomorphisms form ∈ M and n ∈ N ,
then any laxV-module functor F is automatically strongly unital. Observe two out of three morphisms
in the unital relation being invertible implies the third is invertible as well.
2.2. V-categories, V-functors, and V-natural transformations. We now recall the basics of en-
riched categories from [Kel05, §1].
Denition 2.5. AV-category C consists of a collection of objects, an assignment of a hom object C(a →
b) to every pair of objects a,b ∈ C, to each object a ∈ C, an identity element ja ∈ V(1V → C(a → a)),
and to each triple of objects a,b, c ∈ C, a composition morphism − ◦C − ∈ V(C(a → b)C(b → c) →
C(a → c)). The composition morphisms must be associative, and the identity element must satisfy
(ja1C(a→b)) ◦ (− ◦C −) = 1C(a→b) = (1C(a→b)jb) ◦ (− ◦C −) for all a,b ∈ C.
Example 2.6 (Self enrichment). WhenV is closed, we may dene the self enriched category V̂ , which is
V thought of as aV-category. The objects are the same as before, and hom objects are given by internal
hom V̂(u → v). The composition map − ◦V̂ − : V̂(u → v)V̂(v → w) → V̂(u → w) is the mate of
(εV̂u→v1V̂(v→w)) ◦ εV̂v→w under the adjunction
V(uV̂(u → v)V̂(v → w) → w)  V(V̂(u → v)V̂(v → w) → V̂(u → w)).
Denition 2.7. Suppose C,D are V-categories. A V-functor F : C → D is a function on objects
together with an assignment of a morphism Fa→b ∈ V(C(a → b) → D(F (a) → F (b))) to each pair of
objects a,b ∈ C such that (Fa→bFb→c) ◦ (− ◦D −) = (− ◦C −) ◦ Fa→c .
2In [MP17] we called this property ‘strictly unital’, but now prefer ‘strongly unital’.
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Example 2.8 (V-representable functors). Suppose C is aV-category withV closed and a ∈ C. We dene
theV-representable functor3 C(a → −) : C → V̂ on objects by b 7→ C(a → b) and C(a → b)b→c is the
mate of − ◦C − under the adjunction
V(C(b → c) → V̂(C(a → b) → C(a → c)))  V(C(a → b)C(b → c) → C(a → c)).
Suppose F ,G : D → D areV-functors.
Denition 2.9. A 1V-graded V-natural transformation σ : F ⇒ G is a collection of morphisms
σa ∈ V(1V → D(F (a) → G(a))) such that for all a,b ∈ C, the following diagram commutes:
(2.2)
C(a → b) D(F (a) → G(a))D(G(a) → G(b))
D(F (a) → F (b))D(F (b) → G(b)) D(F (a) → G(b)).
σaGa→b
Fa→bσb −◦D−
−◦D−
2.3. The underlying category/functor. Let C be aV-category.
Denition 2.10. The underlying category CV of C has the same objects as C, and the morphism sets
are given by CV(a → b) = V(1V → C(a → b)). The identity in CV(a → a) = V(1V → C(a → a)) is
ja , and composition is given for f ∈ CV(a → b) and д ∈ CV(b → c) by f ◦ д = (f д) ◦ (− ◦C −). It is
straightforward to verify using the axioms of aV-category that CV is an ordinary category.
Example 2.11. When V is closed, the underlying category V̂V can be identied with V under the
adjunction
V̂V(u → v) = V(1V → [u,v])  V(u → v).
Suppose now F : C → D is aV-functor betweenV-categories.
Denition 2.12. The underlying functor FV : CV → DV is dened on objects by FV(c) = F (c) and
on morphims by mapping f ∈ CV(a → b) to f ◦ Fa→b ∈ DV(F (a) → F (b)). It is straightforward to
verify using the axioms of aV-functor that FV is an ordinary functor.
Example 2.13 (Representable functors). Suppose C is aV-category and a ∈ C. We dene the representable
functor Ra = C(a → −) : CV →V on objects by b 7→ C(a → b) and on morphisms f ∈ CV(b → c) =
V(1V → C(b → c)) by Ra(f ) = (1C(a→b) f ) ◦ (− ◦C −). It is straightforward to verify tht Ra is a functor
using the axioms of aV-category.
Lemma 2.14. SupposeV is closed, C is aV-category, and a ∈ C. Under the identication of V̂V = V in
Example 2.11, the underlying functor of theV-representable functorRa : C → V̂ is equal to the representable
functor Ra = (Ra)V : CV →V .
Proof. On objects, we have (Ra)V(b) = C(a → b) = Ra(b). If f ∈ CV(b → c) = V(1V → C(a → b)),
(Ra)V(f ) is the mate of f ◦ Ra
b→c under the adjunction
V̂V(C(a → b) → C(a → c)) = V(1V → V̂(C(a → b) → C(a → c)))  V(C(a → b) → C(a → c)),
which is exactly (1C(a→b) f ) ◦ (− ◦C −) = Ra(f ) by Example 2.8. 
Suppose that F ,G : C → D areV-functors and σ : F ⇒ G is aV-natural transformation.
3 Kelly denesV-representable functors in [Kel05, §1.6] under the assumptionV is symmetric, but this assumption is not
necessary. Indeed,V does not even need to be braided, merely monoidal. This is also observed by [Lin81].
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Denition 2.15. The underlying natural transformation σV : FV ⇒ GV is dened by σVa = σa ∈
V(1V → D(F (a) → G(a))) = DV(FV(a) → GV(a)). It is straightforward to verify using (2.2) that σV
is an ordinary natural transformation.
2.4. Representable functors, mates, and the Yoneda Lemma. Suppose C and D are ordinary cate-
gories, L : C → D and R : D → C are functors, and L is left adjoint to R, denoted L a R. This means
for all a ∈ C and d ∈ D, we have a natural isomorphism
(2.3) D(L(a) → d)  C(a → R(d)).
For f ∈ D(L(a) → d) and д ∈ C(a → R(d)), we say f is the mate of д if д is corresponds to f under the
above natural isomorphism. We also say д is the mate of f .
The following helpful identities hold via naturality.
If f1 ∈ C(a → R(c)) and f2 ∈ C(R(c) → R(d)), we have mate(f1 ◦ f2) = L(f1) ◦mate(f2).(2.4)
If д1 ∈ D(L(a) → L(b)) and д2 ∈ D(L(b) → d), we have mate(д1 ◦ д2) = mate(д1) ◦ R(д2).(2.5)
The counit of the adjunction L a R is the natural isomorphism η : 1C ⇒ L ◦ R dened by ηa ∈ C(a →
R(L(a)))  D(L(a) → L(a)) is the mate of 1L(a). The unit of the adjunction is the natural isomorphism
ε : R ◦ L ⇒ 1D where εd ∈ D(L(R(d)) → d)  C(R(d) → R(d)) is the mate of 1R(d).
The Yoneda lemma gives fully faithful functors C ↪→ Fun(C → Set) by c 7→ C(c → −) and
C ↪→ Fun(Cop → Set) by c 7→ C(− → c). Recall that a functor F : C → Set is called representable if there
is a pair (c,γ ) consisting of a representing object c ∈ C and a natural isomorphism γ : F ⇒ C(c → −).
Given any two representations (a,α) and (b, β) of F , there is a canonical isomorphism f ∈ C(a → b) such
that C(f → −) = α−1 ◦ β . Moreover, we obtain f and its inverse by taking the ‘mate’4 of the appropriate
identity morphisms under the natural isomorphisms
C(a → c)  F (c)  C(b → c).
Taking c = b, we have f = αb(β−1b (1b)). Taking c = a, we have f −1 = βa(α−1a (1a)). We summarize this fact
as follows:
(2.6) C(a → b) oo  // F (b) oo  // C(b → b) C(a → a) oo  // F (a) oo  // C(b → a)
f oo // β−1
b
(1b) oo // 1b 1a oo // α−1a (1a) oo // f −1
2.5. V-adjunctions. Suppose C and D are V-categories and L : C → D and R : D → C are
V-functors.
Denition 2.16. We say that L is a left V-adjoint of R (equivalently R is a right V-adjoint of L),
denoted L aV R, if there is a family of isomorphisms θa,d ∈ V(D(L(a) → d) → C(a → R(d))) for a ∈ C
and d ∈ D, such that for all a,b ∈ C and all c,d ∈ D, the following two diagrams commute:
(2.7)
C(a → b)C(b → R(d)) C(a → R(d))
D(L(a) → L(b))D(L(b) → d) D(L(a) → d)
La→bθ−1b,d
−◦C−
θ−1a,d
−◦D−
4The use of the term ‘mate’ in this context is not standard nomenclature, but it gives a good feel for the style of the proofs
that follow using mates.
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(2.8)
D(L(a) → c)D(c → d) D(L(a) → d)
C(a → R(c))C(R(c) → R(d)) C(a → R(d))
θa,cRc→d
−◦D−
θa,d
−◦C−
Remark 2.17. In the above denition, we would like to be able to simply say that there is a 1V-graded
natural isomorphism between functors
(2.9) D(L(a) → d)  C(a → R(d)).
from Cop × D → V̂ but this doesn’t quite make sense at our level of generality; without assumingV is
braided we cannot form Cop nor the productV-category.
Remark 2.18. Existence of a leftV-adjoint of R is equivalent to eachV-functor C(a → R(−)) : D → V̂
being V-representable as in Example 2.8, and similarly for the existence of a right V-adjoint [Kel05,
§1.11]. Here, the V-functor C(a → R(−)) is dened by setting C(a → R(−))c→d to be the mate of
(1Rc→d) ◦ (− ◦C −) under the adjunction
V(D(c → d) → V̂(C(a → R(c)) → C(a → R(d)))  V(C(a → R(c))D(c → d) → C(a → R(d))).
Indeed, by applying Adjunction (2.1), aV-natural isomorphism θ as in (2.9) is equivalent to a collection
of 1V-gradedV-natural isomorphisms σa : D(L(a) → −) ⇒ C(a → R(−)). One simply sets σad to be
the mate of θa→d under the adjunction
V(1V → V̂(D(L(a) → d) → C(a → R(d)))  V(D(L(a) → d) → C(a → R(d))).
Remark 2.19. Note that if L aV R, then we have an adjunction of underlying functors LV a RV [Kel05,
§1.11]. Indeed the unit and counit of the underlying adjunction, denoted ηV : 1CV ⇒ LV ◦ RV and
εV : RV ◦ LV ⇒ 1DV , are given by ηVa := jL(a) ◦ θa,L(a) ∈ CV(a → R(L(a))) and εVd := jR(d) ◦ θ−1R(d),d ∈
DV(L(R(d)) → d). For later use, we record the helpful relations
θa,d = (ηVa RL(a)→d) ◦ (− ◦C −) ∈ V(D(L(a) → d) → C(a → R(d)))
κa,d := θ−1a,d = (La→R(d)εVd ) ◦ (− ◦D −) ∈ V(C(a → R(d)) → D(L(a) → d))
(2.10)
which is easily veried using the naturality conditions (2.7) and (2.8).
Warning 2.20. We warn the reader that the notation for the unit εV and counit ηV of the underlying
adjunction of an arbitraryV-adjunction L a R is very similar to the notation for the unit εV̂ and the
counit ηV̂ of the adjunctionV(uv → w)  V(v → V̂(u → w)). The unit of this adjunction εV̂ is also
called the evaluation morphism for the self-enrichment V̂ from Notation 2.1 and Example 2.6.
We now prove a helpful lemma on lifting underlying adjunctions toV-adjunctions which is distilled
from the rst paragraph in [Kel05, p. 24]. Suppose C,D areV-categories withV closed, and L : C → D
and R : D → C areV-functors. Suppose LV a RV , and denote the unit and counit of this adjunction by
ηVa ∈ V(1V → C(a → R(L(a)))) and εVd ∈ V(1V → D(L(R(d)) → d)). For a ∈ C and d ∈ D, dene
θa,d and κa,d via the formulas (2.10) above. (We write κ instead of θ−1 as we don’t yet know θ is invertible.)
Lemma 2.21. If κa,d = θ−1a,d for all a ∈ C and d ∈ D, then L aV R.
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Proof. It remains to prove the naturality conditions (2.7) and (2.8) for θ . We prove (2.8) and the other is as
easy. For all a ∈ C and c,d ∈ D,
(θa,cRc→d) ◦ (− ◦C −) = ([(ηVa RL(a)→c) ◦ (− ◦C −)]Rc→d) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (ηVa [(RL(a)→cRc→d) ◦ (− ◦C −)]) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (ηVa [(− ◦D −) ◦ RL(a)→d]) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (− ◦D −) ◦ ([ηVa RL(a)→d] ◦ (− ◦C −))
= (− ◦D −) ◦ θa,d . 
In Section 4.1, we will prove another result, Theorem 4.5, about promoting ordinary adjunctions to
V-adjunctions.
2.6. TensoredV-categories. Suppose thatV is closed so that we may form V̂ .
Example 2.22. We may consider u ⊗ − as aV-functor V̂ → V̂ by setting (u ⊗ −)v→w to be the mate of
1uεV̂v→w under the adjunction
V(uvV̂(v → w) → uw)  V(V̂(v → w) → V̂(uv → uw)) = V(V̂(v → w) → V̂(uv → uw)).
Similarly, we may consider V̂(u → −) as aV-functor V̂ → V̂ by setting V̂(u → −)v→w to be the mate
of − ◦V̂ − under the adjunction
V(V̂(u → v)V̂(v → w), V̂(u → w))  V(V̂(v → w) → V̂(V̂(u → v) → V̂(u → w)))
= V(V̂(v → w) → V̂(V̂(u → v) → V̂(u → w))).
It is straightforward to compute that u ⊗ − is a leftV-adjoint to V̂(u → −) [Kel05, Eq. (1.27)].
Denition 2.23. Following [Lin81], we call a V-category tensored if each V-representable functor
Ra = C(a → −) : C → V̂ as dened in Example 2.8 admits a leftV-adjoint La : V̂ → C.
Remark 2.24. We will dene the notion of a tensoredV-functor between tensoredV-categories in §4.1
after we establish the bijective correspondence betweenV-categories andV-module categories in the
next section. We will then prove in Theorem 4.5 that we may lift an adjunction of underlying functors
LV a RV to aV-adjunction if and only if L is tensored.
3. Eqivalence betweenV-categories and oplax rightV-modules
3.1. V-categories to oplaxV-modules. Suppose C is aV-category.
Denition 3.1. We call C oplax tensored if for all a ∈ C, the functor Ra : CV →V given by b 7→ C(a →
b) has a left adjoint La : V → CV .
(Throughout [MP17, §4.1] we assumed our categories satised this property without naming it.)
When C is oplax tensored, we can endow CV with the structure of an oplax rightV-module category.
First, we dene a C v = La(v) for a ∈ CV and v ∈ V , so that we have an adjunction
(3.1) CV(a C v → b) = CV(La(v) → b)  V(v → Ra(b)) = V(v → C(a → b)).
Now for a xed a ∈ CV , for allv ∈ V , the unit of the adjunctionLa a Ra is ηCa,v ∈ V(u → C(a → a C u)),
which is given by the mate of the identity in CV(a C u → a C u).
Clearly C is functorial inV as a C v = La(v) is dened via a functor. To show it is functorial in CV ,
we use Adjunction (3.1). First, given f ∈ CV(a → b), we get a natural tranformation θ f : Rb ⇒ Ra by
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precomposition with f . We then dene for v ∈ V the morphism f C 1v ∈ CV(a C v → b C v) to be the
mate of
v
ηCb,v−−→ Rb(b C v)
θ
f
bCv−−−→ Ra(b C v)
under Adjunction (3.1). It is now straightforward to show that − C − : CV ⊗ V → CV is a bifunctor.
Indeed, to verify the exchange relation (f C 1u) ◦ (1b C д) = (1b C д) ◦ (f C 1u) for f ∈ CV(a → b) and
д ∈ V(u → v), we take mates under Adjunction (3.1) to see
mate[(f C 1u) ◦ (1b C д)] = mate[(f C 1u) ◦ Lb(д)] = mate[f C 1u] ◦ RaLb(д)
= ηCb,u ◦ θ
f
bCu ◦ RaLb(д) = ηCb,u ◦ RbLb(д) ◦ θ
f
bCv = д ◦ ηCb,v ◦ θ
f
bCv
= mate[La(д) ◦mate[ηCb,v ◦ θ
f
bCv]] = mate[(1a C д) ◦ (f C 1v)].
We now show that CV is strongly unital. For a ∈ CV , we dene the distinguished morphism ρa to be
the mate of ja = 1a under the adjunction
CV(a C 1V → a)  V(1V → C(a → a)) = CV(a → a).
Lemma 3.2. The morphism ρa ∈ CV(a C 1V → a) is an isomorphism with inverse ηCa,1V ∈ CV(a → a C
1V).
Proof. Setting v = 1V in Adjunction (3.1), we get a natural isomorphism CV(a C 1V → b)  CV(a → b).
Thus by the Yoneda lemma as in (2.6), a C 1V  a, with explicit isomorphism given by the mate of
1a ∈ CV(a → a)  CV(a C 1V → a), i.e., ρa . The inverse is given by the mate of 1aC1V ∈ CV(a C 1V →
a C 1V)  V(1V → C(a → a C v)), i.e., ηCa,1V . 
We now dene the oplaxitor
αa,u,v ∈ CV(a C uv → a C u C v)  V(uv → C(a → a C u C v))
as the mate of
(3.2) uv
ηCa,uηCaCu,v−−−−−−−→ C(a → a C u)C(a C u → a C u C v) −◦C−−−−−→ C(a → a C u C v).
It is now straightforward to verify by taking mates of appropriate composites that (CV ,α , ρ) is a strongly
unital oplax right V-module category. We provide the proof that all αc,1V ,u and αc,u,1V are invertible
below.
Lemma 3.3. For all c ∈ C and u ∈ V , α−1c,u,1V = ρcCu and α−1c,1V ,u = ρc C 1u .
Proof. First, under Adjunction (3.1) setting a = c C u, v = 1V , and b = c C u, using Lemma 3.2, we have
that the mate of αc,u,1V ◦ ρcCu is given by
(ηCc,uηCcCu,1VρcCu) ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C −) = ηCc,u ,
which is exactly the mate of 1cCu . Second, under Adjunction (3.1) setting a = c C 1V ,v = u, and b = c C u,
again using Lemma 3.2, we have that the mate of αc,1V ,u ◦ (ρc C 1u) is given by
(ηCc,1VηCcC1V ,u(ρc C 1u)) ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C −) = (ηCc,1VρcηCc,u) ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C −) = ηCc,u ,
which is exactly the mate of 1cCu . Here, we used the identity
(ηCcC1V ,u(ρc C 1u)) ◦ (− ◦C −) = (ρcηCc,u) ◦ (− ◦C −),
which is easily veried as the mate of each side is ρc C 1u under the adjunction. 
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3.2. Oplax V-modules to V-categories. Suppose M is an oplax V-module category. Similar to
[MP17, §6], we assume that for all a ∈ M, the functor La : V →M by v 7→ a C v has a right adjoint
Ra :M →V . We dene aV-enriched category C by C(a → b) = Ra(b), so that we have an adjunction
(3.3) M(a C v → b) =M(La(v) → b)  V(v → Ra(b)) = V(v → C(a → b)).
We have for all a,b ∈ M the evaluation map (counit morphism) εC
a→b ∈ M(a C C(a → b) → b)
given by the mate of the identity in V(C(a → b) → C(a → b)). We dene our identity elements
ja ∈ V(1V → C(a → a)) to be the mate of the distinguished morphism ρa ∈ M(a C 1V → a). We dene
the composition morphism
− ◦C − ∈ V(C(a → b)C(b → c) → C(a → c)) M(a C (C(a → b)C(b → c)) → c)
as the mate of
a C C(a → b)C(b → c) αa,C(a→b),C(b→c)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ a C C(a → b) C C(b → c)
εCa→b1C(b→c)−−−−−−−−−→ b C C(b → c)
εCb→c−−−→ c .
It is straightforward to verify that C is aV-category. Indeed, the proof is entirely similar to [MP17, §6.1
and 6.2]. We provide the proof below that the ja are identity elements in C only assumingM is oplax
and not strongly unital.
Lemma 3.4. The morphisms ja satisfy the identity axioms.
Proof. We verify that (ja1C(a→b)) ◦ (− ◦C −) = 1C(a→b), and the other equation is similar. The mate of
(ja1C(a→b)) ◦ (− ◦C −) under the adjunction
V(C(a → b) → C(a → b)) M(a C C(a → b) → b)
is given by
[1a C F (ja1C(a→b))] ◦ αa,C(a→a),C(a→b) ◦ [εCa→a C 1C(a→b)] ◦ εCa→b
= αa,1V ,C(a→b) ◦ [1a C ja C 1C(a→b)] ◦ [εCa→a C 1C(a→b)] ◦ εCa→b
= αa,1V ,C(a→b) ◦ [ρa C 1C(a→b)] ◦ εCa→b
= εCa→b
which is exactly the mate of 1C(a→b). In the rst equality above, we used naturality of α , in the second
we used (1a C ja) ◦ εCa→a = ρa (which is proven by taking mates), and in the third we used the unitality
axiom forM. 
3.3. Equivalence. We now restrict to the setting of oplaxV-modules which are strongly unital, and
prove Theorem 1.4. The proof is very close to [MP17, §7].
Starting with a strongly unital oplaxV-moduleM, we can construct theV-category C as in Section
3.2, and obtain the strongly unital oplaxV-module CV as in Section 3.1. Since C and CV have the same
objects asM, we can dene F :M → CV to be the identity on objects. On morphims, we dene F by
the adjunction
(3.4) CV(a → b)  V(1V → C(a → b)) M(a C 1V → b) M(a → b)
This is a functor similar to [MP17, Prop. 6.12]. We dene µm,v ∈ CV(F (m C v) → F (m) C v) = CV(m C
v →m C v) to be jmCv . It is easy to check (F , µ) is a functor of oplaxV-modules. Since F is the identity
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on objects, F is essentially surjective. By (3.4), F is clearly fully faithful. Hence (F , µ) is an equivalence
of oplaxV-modules.
Conversely, starting with a V-category C, we endow CV with the structure of a strongly unital
oplaxV-module as in Section 3.1, and we obtain aV-category C′ from CV as in Section 3.2. We dene
V-functors G : C → C′ andH : C′ → C as in [MP17, Def. 7.5]. On objects, G(c) = H(c) = c , since C,
CV , and C′ all have the same objects. We dene Ga→b andHa→b via adjunction:
V(C(a → b) → C(a → b)) oo 
(3.1)
// CV(a C C(a → b) → b) oo 
(3.3)
// V(C(a → b) → C′(a → b))
1C(a→b) oo // εCa→b oo // Ga→b
V(C′(a → b) → C′(a → b)) oo 
(3.3)
// CV(a C C′(a → b) → b) oo 
(3.1)
// V(C′(a → b) → C(a → b))
1C′(a→b) oo // εC
′
a→b oo // Ha→b
Here, we write εC for the counit of Adjunction (3.1), which should not be confused with the counit of
Adjunction (3.3) from Section 3.2. That G and H are V-functors which witness a V-equivalence of
V-categories is identical to the proof of [MP17, Thm. 7.4]. Indeed, to see G andH are mutually inverse,
we use the Yoneda Lemma as in (2.6). The adjunctions (3.1) and (3.3) give us a natural isomorphism
between representable functorsV(− → C(a → b))  V(− → C′(a → b)):
V(v → C(a → b)) 
(3.1)
CV(a C v → b) 
(3.3)
V(v → C′(a → b)).
4. V-adjunctions and strongV-modules
In this section we assume V is closed so that we may form V̂ . We now give a condition on a
V-enriched category C which corresponds to CV being a strong rightV-module category. We begin
by dening the notion of tensored V-functors and use them to prove a helpful result about promoting
underlying adjunctions toV-adjunctions.
4.1. TensoredV-functors. Throughout this subsection C is aV-category such that for all a ∈ C, the
functor Ra : CV →V given by b 7→ C(a → b) has a left adjoint La so that CV is a strongly unital right
oplaxV-module by Theorem 1.4, and similarly for D.
Lemma 4.1. If F : C → D is aV-functor, the underlying functor FV : CV → DV can be canonically
endowed with the structure of a strongly unital laxV-module functor by dening, for c ∈ CV and v ∈ V ,
µc,v ∈ DV(F (c) C v → F(c C v)) = V(1V → D(F (c) C v → F(c C v)))
 V(v → D(F (c) → F (c C v)))
as the mate of ηCc,v ◦ Fc→cCv , where ηCc,v ∈ V(v → C(c → c C v))  CV(c C v → c C v) is the unit of the
adjunction.
Proof. We rst note that for c ∈ C, µc,1V is the mate of FV(ηCc,1V ) = ηCc,1V ◦ Fc→cC1V ∈ DV(F (c) →
F (c) C 1V)). Thus the mate of µc,1V ◦ FV(ρCc ) under adjunction DV(F (c) C 1V → F(c))  V(1V →
D(F (c) → F (c))) is given by
[(ηCc,1V ◦ Fc→cC1V )(ρCc ◦ FcC1V→c)] ◦ (− ◦D −) = (ηCc,1VρCc ) ◦ (Fc→cC1VFcC1V→c) ◦ (− ◦D −)
= (ηCc,1VρCc ) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ Fc→c .
= jc ◦ Fc→c
= jF (c)
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where we used Lemma 3.2 to conclude (ηCc,1VρCc ) ◦ (− ◦C −) = jc in the third equality. Now jF (c) is exactly
the mate of ρDF (c) under the adjunction, and thus the unital axiom holds.
We now prove the associative condition. The mate of αF (c),u,v ◦(µc,u C 1v)◦µcCu,v under the adjunction
DV(F (c) C uv → F(c C u C v))  V(uv → D(F (c) → F (c C u C v)))
is given by
(ηDF (c),uηDF (c)Cu,v) ◦ (− ◦D −) ◦ (1D(F (c)→F (c)CuCv)(µc,u C 1v)) ◦ (− ◦D −) ◦ (1D(F (c)→F (cCu)Cv)µc,v) ◦ (− ◦D −)
= (ηDF (c),u[[ηDF (c)Cu,v(µc,u C 1v)] ◦ (− ◦D −)]) ◦ (− ◦D −) ◦ (1D(F (c)→F (cCu)Cv)µc,v) ◦ (− ◦D −)
= (ηDF (c),u[(µc,uηDF (c),v) ◦ (− ◦D −)]) ◦ (− ◦D −) ◦ (1D(F (c)→F (cCu)Cv)µc,v) ◦ (− ◦D −)
= [(ηDF (c),uµc,u)(ηDF (c),vµc,v)] ◦ [(− ◦D −)(− ◦D −)] ◦ (− ◦D −)
= [(ηCc,u ◦ Fc→cCu)(ηDF (c),vFc→cCv)] ◦ (− ◦D −)
= (ηCc,uηCc,v) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ Fc→cCuCv
= ηCc,uv ◦ (1C(c→cCuv)αCc,u,v) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ Fc→cCuCv
= (ηCc,uv ◦ Fc→cCuv) ◦ (1C(c→cCuv)(αCc,u,v ◦ FcCuv→cCuCv)) ◦ (− ◦C −)
which is exactly the mate of µc,uv ◦ FV(αc,u,v) under the above adjunction.
To verify µa,u is natural in a ∈ C and u ∈ V , suppose f ∈ CV(a → b) and д ∈ V(u → v). Then the
mate of µa,u ◦ F (f C д) under the adjunction
DV(F (a) C u → F(b C v))  V(u → D(F (a) → F (b C v)))
is given by
(ηCa,u(f C д)) ◦ (Fa→aCuFaCu→bCv) ◦ (− ◦D −)
= (ηCa,u(f C д)) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ Fa→bCv
= (f (д ◦ ηCb,v)) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ Fa→bCv
= (f (д ◦ ηCb,v)) ◦ (Fa→bCvFa→bCv) ◦ (− ◦D −)
= [(f ◦ Fa→b)(д ◦ (ηDF (b),vµb,v) ◦ (− ◦D −))] ◦ (− ◦D −)
= (f (д ◦ ηCb,v)) ◦ (Fa→bCvFa→bCv) ◦ (− ◦D −)
= ((f ◦ Fa→b)(д ◦ ηDF (b),v) ◦ (− ◦D −) ◦ (1D(a→F(b)Cv)µb,v) ◦ (− ◦D −)
which is exactly the mate of (F (f ) C д) ◦ µb,v under the above adjunction. 
Denition 4.2. We call aV-functor F : C → D tensored if the canonical maps µc,v ∈ D(F (c) C v →
F(c C v)) from Lemma 4.1 are isomorphisms for all c ∈ C and v ∈ V .
We now prove a helpful result on lifting underlying adjunctions to V-adjunctions. Suppose L :
C → D and R : D → C are V-functors such that LV a RV . Let ηV : 1CV ⇒ LV ◦ RV and
εV : RV ◦ LV ⇒ 1DV be the unit and counit of the underlying adjunction respectively. Recall that for
a ∈ C and d ∈ D, we dened θa,d = (ηVa RL(a)→d) ◦ (− ◦C −) and κa,d = (La→R(d)εVd ) ◦ (− ◦D −). Lemma
2.21 says that L aV R if θ−1a,d = κa,d for all a ∈ C and d ∈ D.
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Lemma 4.3. For a ∈ C and d ∈ D, κa,d is equal to the mate of µLa,C(a→R(d)) ◦ L(εCa→R(d)) ◦ εVd under the
adjunction
DV(L(a) C C(a → R(d)) → d)  V(C(a → R(d)) → D(L(a) → d)).
Proof. First, for all a,b ∈ C,
(4.1) µL
a,C(a→b) ◦ LV(εCa→b) = (1L(a) C La→b) ◦ εDL(a)→L(d),
since both are the mate of La→b under the adjunction
DV(L(a) C C(a → b) → L(b))  V(C(a → b) → D(L(a) → L(b))).
Next, by naturality of εD , we have
(4.2) εDc→L(R(d)) ◦ εVd = (1c C [(1D(c→L(R(d))εVd ) ◦ (− ◦D −)]) ◦ εDc→d
Now we have that the mate of κa,d under the adjunction is given by
(1L(a) C [(La→R(d)εVd ) ◦ (− ◦D −)]) ◦ εDL(a)→d =(4.2) (1L(a) C La→R(d)) ◦ ε
D
L(a)→LR(d) ◦ εVd
=
(4.1)
µL
a,C(a→R(d)) ◦ LV(εCa→R(d)) ◦ εVd . 
Lemma 4.4. IfL is tensored, then for a ∈ C andd ∈ D, θa,d is the mate ofηVaCD(L(a)→d)◦R(µLa,D(L(a)→d))−1◦
R(εDL(a)→d) under the adjunction
CV(a C D(L(a) → d) → R(d))  V(D(L(a) → d) → C(a → R(d))).
Proof. Similar to the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.3, for all c,d ∈ D,
(4.3) (1R(c) C Rc→d) ◦ εCR(c)→R(d) = µRc,D(c→d) ◦ R(εDc→d),
since both are the mate of Rc→d under the adjunction
CV(R(c) C D(c → d) → R(d))  V(D(c → d) → C(R(c) → D(d))).
Next, for all a ∈ C and v ∈ V ,
(4.4) (ηVa C 1v) ◦ µRL(a),v ◦ R(µLa,v) = ηVaCv .
Indeed, under the adjunction
CV(a C v → RL(a C v))  V(v → C(a → RL(a C v))),
the mate of the left hand side of (4.4) is equal to
[ηVa (ηCv,L(a) ◦ RL(a)→L(a)Cv)(µLa,v ◦ RL(a)Cv→L(aCv))] ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C −)
= (ηVa [(ηCv,L(a)µLa,v) ◦ (− ◦D −)]) ◦ (1C(a→R(L(a)))RL(a)→L(aCv)) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (ηVa [ηCa,v ◦ La→aCv ◦ RL(a)→L(aCv)]) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (ηCa,vηVaCv) ◦ (− ◦C −)
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which is exactly the mate of the right hand side of (4.4). Finally, the mate of θa,d = (ηVa RL(a)→d) ◦ (− ◦C −)
under the adjunction is given by
(1a C (ηVa RL(a)→d)) ◦ αCa,C(a→R(L(a))),C(R(L(a))→R(d)) ◦ (εCa→R(L(a)) C 1C(R(L(a))→R(d))) ◦ εCR(L(a))→R(d)
= (ηVa C RL(a)→d) ◦ εCR(L(a))→R(d)
=
(4.3)
(ηVa C 1D(L(a)→d)) ◦ µRL(a),D(L(a)→d) ◦ R(εDL(a)→d)
=
(4.4)
ηVaCD(L(a)→d) ◦ R(µLa,D(L(a)→d))−1 ◦ R(εDL(a)→d). 
Theorem 4.5. We have L aV R if and only if L is tensored.
Proof. Suppose L aV R. Then for all a ∈ C and v ∈ V , we have the following isomorphisms, which are
easily seen to be natural in d ∈ DV by construction:
DV(L(a C v) → d)  CV(a C v → R(d))  V(v → C(a → R(d)))
 V(v → D(L(a) → d))  DV(L(a) C v → d).
Thus we get a natural isomorphism of representable functorsDV(L(a) C v → −)  DV(L(a C v) → −).
Setting d = L(a C v), by the Yoneda Lemma as in Equation (2.6), the mate of 1L(aCv) under the above
series of isomorphisms gives a canonical isomorphism in DV(L(a) C v → L(a C v)). We now see that
under the above isomorphisms, 1L(aCv) transforms as follows:
1L(aCv) ↔ ηVaCv
↔ (ηCa,vηVaCv) ◦ (− ◦C −)
↔ (ηCa,vηVaCv) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ La→R(L(aCv)) ◦ (1εVL(aCv)) ◦ (− ◦D −)
= [(ηCa,v ◦ La→aCv)((LV(ηVaCvεVL(aCv))) ◦ (− ◦D −))] ◦ (− ◦D −) = ηCa,v ◦ La→aCv
↔ µLa,v .
So µLa,v is an isomorphism for all a ∈ C and v ∈ V , and thus L is tensored.
Conversely, suppose L is tensored. For v ∈ V , a ∈ C, and d ∈ D, using Adjunction (3.1), we get the
following isomorphisms, which are natural in v ∈ V by construction:
V(v → D(L(a) → d))  DV(L(a) C v → d)
 DV(L(a C v) → d)
 CV(a C v → R(d))
 V(v → C(a → R(d))).
(4.5)
Setting v = C(a → R(d)), by Lemma 4.3, 1C(a→R(d)) transforms as follows under the above isomorphisms:
κa,d ↔ µLa,C(a→R(d)) ◦ L(εCa→R(d)) ◦ εVd ↔ L(εCa→R(d)) ◦ εVd ↔ εCa→R(d) ↔ 1C(a→R(d)).
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Likewise, setting v = D(L(a) → d), by Lemma 4.4, 1D(L(a)→d) transforms as follows under the above
isomorphisms:
1D(L(a)→d) ↔ εDL(a)→d
↔ (µL
a,D(L(a)→d))−1 ◦ εDL(a)→d
↔ ηVaCD(L(a)→d) ◦ R(µLa,D(L(a)→d))−1 ◦ R(εDL(a)→d)
↔ θa,d
As Equation (4.5) is a string of isomorphisms, we have θa,d = κ−1a,d for all a ∈ C and d ∈ D by the Yoneda
Lemma as in Equation (2.6). By Lemma 2.21, we have L aV R. 
Thus Theorem 4.5 gives a necessary and sucient condition to lift the underlying adjunction to a
V-adjunction under the assumption that C and D are oplax tensored. By strengthening the hypothesis
to C and D being tensored, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. Suppose C and D are tensored and L : C → D and R : D → L areV-functors such that
LV aV RV . Then L aV R if and only if L is tensored.
4.2. V-adjunctions to strongV-modules. Suppose C is aV-category. In Section 3.1, we looked at
the functors Ra : CV →V given by b 7→ C(a → b). It is important to note that Ra can be promoted to a
V-functor Ra : C → V̂ as in Example 2.8.
We assume now that C is tensored, so that each Ra admits a leftV-adjoint La : V̂ → C. As before,
we set a C v = La(v) so that we have aV-adjunction
(4.6) C(a C v → b) = C(La(v) → b)  V̂(v → Ra(b)) = V̂(v → C(a → b)).
We endow CV with the structure of an oplax rightV-module as in Section 3.1. We claim now that CV is
actually a strong V-module, i.e., the morphisms αa,u,v ∈ CV(a C uv → a C u C v) are isomorphisms.
Note that since La aV Ra , by Corollary 4.6, La : V̂ → C is tensored.
Lemma 4.7. Under the identication V̂V = V in Example 2.11, the rightV-module structure ofV is given
by u C v := uv .
Proof. Recall that u C v = Lu(v) where Lu = (u ⊗ −)V and (u ⊗ −) is a left V-adjoint of V̂(u → −)
from Example 2.22. Now on objects, (u ⊗ −)V(v) = uv , and for a morphism f ∈ V(v → w), (u ⊗ f )V ∈
V(uv → uw) is equal to 1u f . 
Thus for all a ∈ C and u,v ∈ V ,
µL
a
u,v ∈ CV(La(u) C v → La(u C v)) = CV(a C u C v → a C uv)
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 4.8. For all a ∈ C and u,v ∈ V , αa,u,v = (µLau,v )−1. Since µLau,v is an isomorphism, so is αa,u,v .
Proof. For a,b ∈ C and u,v ∈ V , the following isomorphisms are natural in b ∈ CV by construction.
CV(a C u C v → b)  V(v → C(a C u → b))
 V(v → V̂(u → C(a → b)))
 V(uv → C(a → b))
 CV(a C uv → b)
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Setting b = a C uv and transforming 1aCuv under the series of isomorphisms yields
µL
a
u,v ↔ ηV̂u,v ◦ Lau→uv = ηV̂u,v ◦ (1V̂(u→uv)ηCa,uv) ◦ (− ◦V̂ −) ◦ κu,aCuv
↔ ηV̂u,v ◦ (1V̂(u→uv)ηCa,uv) ◦ (− ◦V̂ −)
↔ ηCa,uv
↔ 1aCuv .
Note we used the expression for κ in terms of La and the unit εC of the underlying adjunction from (2.10).
Now setting b = a C u C v and transforming 1aCuCv under the series of isomorphisms yields
1aCuCv ↔ ηCaCu,v
↔ ηCaCu,v ◦ θu,aCuCv
↔ [1u(ηCaCu,v ◦ θu,aCuCv)] ◦ εV̂u→C(a→aCuCv)
↔ [1a C ([1u(ηCaCu,v ◦ θu,aCuCv)] ◦ εV̂u→C(a→aCuCv))] ◦ εCa→aCuCv
= [1a C ([(ηCa,uηCaCu,v) ◦ (1uRaCu→aCuCv)] ◦ εV̂C(a→aCu)→C(a→aCuCv))] ◦ εCa→aCuCv
= (1a C [(ηCa,uηCaCu,v) ◦ (− ◦C −)]) ◦ εCa→aCuCv
= αa,u,v .
Note we used the expression for θ in terms of Ra and ηC from (2.10), together with Example 2.8. We are
now nished by the Yoneda Lemma as in (2.6). 
4.3. StrongV-modules toV-adjunctions. Now supposeM is a strong rightV-module category. As
in Section 3.2, we assume the functors La : V →M given by v 7→m C v have right adjoints, and we
use the adjunctions La a Ra to construct aV-enriched category C.
We now show that whenM is strong, the functors La : V → M can be promoted toV-functors
La : V̂ → C. Indeed, we dene Lau→v in
(4.7) V(V̂(u → v) → C(a C u → a C v)) M(a C u C V̂(u → v) → a C v)
to be the mate of α−1
a,u,V̂(u→v) ◦ (1a C ε
V̂
u→v), where the existence of α−1 requires thatM is strong. Note
that the usual calculations with mates imply
(4.8) α−1
a,u,V̂(u→v) ◦ (1a C ε
V̂
u→v) = (1aCu C Lau→v) ◦ εCaCu→aCv .
Lemma 4.9. We have La is a V-functor. Under the identication V̂V = V from Example 2.11, the
underlying functor of La is (La)V = La .
Proof. We must show that for all u,v,w ∈ V , (− ◦V̂ −) ◦ Lau→w = (Lav→wLav→w ) ◦ (− ◦C −). The mate of(− ◦V̂ −) ◦ Lau→w under Adjunction (4.7) is given by
(1aCu C (− ◦V̂ −)) ◦ α−1a,u,V̂(u→w) ◦ (1a C ε
V̂
u→w ) = α−1a,u,V̂(u→v)V̂(v→w) ◦ (1a C [1u(− ◦V̂ −)]) ◦ (1a C ε
V̂
u→w )
= α−1
a,u,V̂(u→v)V̂(v→w) ◦ (1a C (ε
V̂
u→v1w )) ◦ (1a C εV̂v→w )
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On the other hand, the mate of (Lav→wLav→w ) ◦ (− ◦C −) under Adjunction (4.7) is given by
(1aCu C (Lau→vLav→w )) ◦ αaCu,C(aCu→aCv),C(aCv→aCw) ◦ (ε¯CaCu→aCv C 1C(aCv→aCw)) ◦ ε¯CaCv→aCw
= αaCu,V̂(u→v),V̂(v→w) ◦ (1aCu C Lau→v C Lav→w ) ◦ (ε¯CaCu→aCv C 1C(aCv→aCw)) ◦ ε¯CaCv→aCw
= αaCu,V̂(u→v),V̂(v→w) ◦ (α−1a,u,V̂(u→v) C 1w ) ◦ (1a C ε
V̂
u→v C 1w ) ◦ α−1a,v,V̂(v→w) ◦ (1a C ε
V̂
v→w )
= α−1
a,u,V̂(u→v)V̂(v→w) ◦ (1a C (ε
V̂
u→v1w )) ◦ (1a C εV̂v→w )
The second equality used two instances of (4.8), and the last equality used the naturality and associativity
of α . 
Now since we dened C by taking the same objects asM and setting C(a → b) = Ra(b), we see that
each Ra can be promoted to aV-representableV-functor Ra : C → V̂ whose underlying functor is Ra
by Lemma 2.14.
Proposition 4.10. For all a ∈ C and u,v ∈ V , µLau,v = α−1a,u,v . Since αa,u,v is an isomorphism, so is µLau,v .
Proof. As µLau,v is dened by taking mates, we have
µL
a
u,v = (1aCu C ηV̂u,v ◦ Lau→uv) ◦ εCaCu→aCuv
= (1aCu C ηV̂u,v) ◦ α−1a,u,uv ◦ (1aCu C εV̂u→uv) (by (4.8))
= α−1a,u,v ◦ (1aCu C ηV̂u,v) ◦ (1a C εV̂u→uv) (by naturality)
= α−1a,u,v . 
Corollary 4.11. TheV-functor La is a leftV-adjoint for Ra . Thus C is tensored.
Proof. Since La a Ra for all a ∈ C, by Theorem 4.5, it suces to prove that each La is tensored. This is
exactly the content of Proposition 4.10. 
5. Completion forV-categories
For this section, we assumeV is closed so that we may form V̂ , and C is oplax tensored.
5.1. The completion operation. Suppose C is aV-category.
Denition 5.1. We dene the completion C to be theV-category whose objects are of the form a J u
where a ∈ C and u ∈ V , and whose hom objects are given by C(a J u → b J v) = V̂(u → C(a → b)v).
The identity element jaJu is the mate of ja1u under the adjunction
V(1V → C(a J u → a J u)) = V(1V → V̂(u → C(a → a)u))  V(u → C(a → a)u).
The composition morphism − ◦C − is the mate of
(εV̂u→C(a→b)v1V̂(v→C(b→c)w)) ◦ (1C(a→b)εV̂v→C(b→c)w ) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1w )
under the adjunction
V(C(a J u → b J v)C(b J v → c J w) → C(a J u → c J w))
= V(V̂(u → C(a → b)v)V̂(v → C(b → c)w) → V̂(u → C(a → c)w))
 V(uV̂(u → C(a → b)v)V̂(v → C(b → c)w) → C(a → c)w)
It is straightforward to verify that C is aV-category.
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Lemma 5.2. For every a J u ∈ C, there is a canonicalV-functor LaJu = a J u− : V̂ → C.
Proof. On objects, we deneLaJu(v) = a J uv . Forv,w ∈ V , we deneLaJuv→w to be the mate of ja1uεV̂v→w
under the adjunction
V(V̂(v → w) → C(a J uv → a J uw)) = V(V̂(v → w) → V̂(uv → C(a → a)uw))
 V(uvV̂(v → w) → C(a → a)uw).
To verify that LaJu is aV-functor, we see that the mate of (LaJuv→wLaJuw→x ) ◦ (− ◦C −) is given by
(1uvLaJuv→wLaJuw→x ) ◦ (εV̂uv→C(a→a)uw1[uw,C(a→a)ux]) ◦ (1C(a→a)εV̂uw→C(a→a)ux ) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1ux )
= [ja1u][(εV̂v→w1x ) ◦ εV̂w→x ]
= [ja1u][(− ◦V̂ −) ◦ εV̂v→x ]
which is exactly the mate of (− ◦V̂ −) ◦ LaJuv→x . 
We dene the underlying functor LaJu on objects by LaJu(v) = a J uv , and on the morphism
f ∈ V(v → w), we have that LaJu(f ) is the mate of ja1u f ∈ V(uv → C(a → a)uw) under the
adjunction.
Proposition 5.3. The underlying functor LaJu is left adjoint to the underlying functor RaJu .
Proof. Notice we have a series of isomorphisms which are clearly natural in v ∈ V:
CV(LaJu(v) → b J w) = V(1V → V̂(uv → C(a → b)w))
 V(uv → C(a → b)w)
 V(v → V̂(u → C(a → b)w))
= V(v → RaJu(b J w)).
(5.1)
It remains to show the above isomorphisms are natural in b J w ∈ CV . We must show that for every
f ∈ CV(b J w → c J x) = V(1V → [w,C(b → c)x]), the following diagram commutes:
CV(a J uv → b J w) ψ //
−◦f

V(v → V̂(u → C(a → b)w)
−◦RaJu (f )

CV(a J uv → c J x) ψ // V(v → V̂(u → C(a → c)x)
where the horizontal arrowsψ are instances of the series of isomorphisms (5.1). It is easiest to do so by
taking mates under the adjunction
(5.2) V(v → V̂(u → C(a → c)x))  V(uv → C(a → c)x)
which eectively undoes one step of (5.1). Let д ∈ CV(a J uv → b J w) = V(1V → V̂(uv → C(a →
b)w)), and note that the mate ofψ (д) under (5.2) with c = b and x = w is given by (1uvд) ◦ εuv→C(a→b)w .
Now since
RaJu(f ) ∈ V(C(a J u → b J w) → C(a J u → c J x)) = V(V̂(u → C(a → b)w) → V̂(u → C(a → c)x))
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is (1C(aJu→bJw) f ) ◦ (− ◦C −), the mate ofψ (д) ◦ RaJu(f ) under (5.2) is given by
(mate(ψ (д))f ) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (1u mate(ψ (д))f ) ◦ (εV̂u→C(a→b)w1V̂(w→C(b→c)x)) ◦ (1C(a→b)εV̂w→C(b→c)x ) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1x )
= (1uvд f ) ◦ (εV̂uv→C(a→b)w1V̂(w→C(b→c)x)) ◦ (1C(a→b)εV̂w→C(b→c)x ) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1x )
= (1uvд f ) ◦ (1uv(− ◦C −)) ◦ εV̂uv→C(a→c)x ,
which is exactly the mate ofψ (д ◦ f ) under Adjunction (5.2). 
Corollary 5.4. The completion C is tensored.
Proof. By Theorem 1.5, it suces to show that the stictly unital oplaxV-module structure on CV induced
by a J u C v := LaJu(v) = a J uv is strong, which is immediate. 
5.2. Universal property of completion. We now show that completion satises a universal property.
Denition 5.5. Given aV-category C (not necessarily tensored), the inclusionV-functor I : C → C is
given on objects by a 7→ a J 1V and Ia→b is the mate of 1C(a→b) under the adjunction
V(C(a → b) → C(a J 1V → b J 1V)) = V(C(a → b) → V̂(1V → C(a → b)1V))
 V(C(a → b) → C(a → b)).
It is straightforward to verify by taking mates under the above adjunction that I is aV-functor. (The
key relation is (11VIa→b) ◦ εV̂1V→C(a→b)1V = 1C(a→b).)
Remark 5.6. Recall that for a ∈ C andu ∈ V , µIa,u is dened as the mate of ηu ◦Ia→aCu under the adjunction
CV(a J u → a C u J 1V)  V(u → C(a → a C u J 1V)).
We get the following two identities for µIa,u and ηCa,u depending on whether we pass through the second
equality below under the identication V̂V = V:
CV(a J u → a C u J 1V) = V(1V → V̂(u → C(a → a C u))) = V(u → C(a → a C u)).
Just passing through the rst equality, we get the rst identity below, and passing to the second, we get
the second identity.
ηCa,u = (1uµIa,u) ◦ εV̂u→C(a→aCu)(5.3)
ηCa,u = (11V (ηCa,u ◦ Ia→aCu)) ◦ εV̂1V→C(a→aCu)1V = mate(η
C
a,u ◦ Ia→aCu) = µIa,u(5.4)
Proposition 5.7. Suppose C,D areV-categories with D tensored and F : C → D is aV-functor. There
exists a tensoredV-functor F : C → D such that I ◦ F  F asV-functors.
Proof. We dene aV-functor F : C → D by F (a J u) = F (a) C u, and we dene F aJu→bJv to be the
mate of
α−1F (a),u,V̂(u→C(a→b)v) ◦ (1F (a) C ε
V̂
u→C(a→b)v) ◦ (1F (a) C Fa→b1v) ◦ αF (a),D(F (a)→F (b)),v ◦ (εDF (a)→F (b) C 1v)
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under the adjunction
V(C(a J u → b J v) → D(F (a) C u → F(b) C v))
= V(V̂(u → C(a → b)v) → D(F (a) C u → F(b) C v))
 DV(F (a) C u C V̂(u → C(a → b)v) → F (b) C v).
To verify that F is a V-functor, we show that the mates of (F aJu→bJvF bJv→cJw ) ◦ (− ◦D −) and
(− ◦C −) ◦ F aJu→cJw agree under the above adjunction. We leave this tedious and straightforward
calculation to the reader.
Now for a J u ∈ C andv ∈ V , we have µFaJu,v is the mate of ηCaJu,v ◦ F aJu→aJuv under the adjunction
DV(F (a) C u C v → F(a) C uv) = DV(F (a J u) C v → F(a J uv))
 V(v → D(F (a J u) → F (a J uv))).
Thus we have
µFaJu,v = (1F (aJu) C (ηCaJu,v ◦ F aJu→aJuv)) ◦ εDF (aJu)→F (aJuv)
= (1F (a)Cu C ηCaJu,v) ◦mate(F aJu→aJuv)
= α−1F (a),u,v ◦ (1F (a) C [(1uηCaJu,v) ◦ εV̂u→C(a→a)uv ◦ (Fa→a1uv)]) ◦ αF (a),D(F (a)→F (a)),uv ◦ (εDF (a)→F (a) C 1uv)
= α−1F (a),u,v ◦ (1F (a) C [(ja ◦ Fa→a)1uv]) ◦ αF (a),D(F (a)→F (a)),uv ◦ (εDF (a)→F (a) C 1uv)
= α−1F (a),u,v ◦ ([(1F (a) C jF (a)) ◦ εDF (a)→F (a)] C 1uv)
= α−1F (a),u,v ,
and so µFaJu,v is invertible. Hence F is tensored.
We dene σ : F ⇒ I ◦ F by σa = ηDF (a),1V ∈ V(1V → D(F (a) → F (a) C 1V)), and we note that
σ−1a = ρDa by Lemma 3.2. To verify σ is a 1V-gradedV-natural isomorphism, it remains to verify (2.2).
Notice that (2.2) is equivalent to (σ−1a Fa→b)◦ (−◦D −) = ((I ◦F )a→bσ−1b )◦ (−◦D −). Under the adjunction
V(C(a → b) → D(F (a) C 1V → F(b)))  DV(F (a) C 1V C C(a → b) → F (b)),
the mate of ((I ◦ F )a→bσ−1b ) ◦ (− ◦D −) is given by
(1F (a)C1V C(I ◦ F )a→bσ−1b ) ◦ αF (a)C1V ,D(F (a)C1V→F(b)C1V ),D(F (b)C1V→F(b))
◦ (εDF (a)C1V→F(b)C1V C 1D(F (b)C1V→F(b))) ◦ εF (b)C1V→F(b)
= (1F (a)C1V C (I ◦ F )a→b) ◦ εDF (a)C1V→F(b)C1V ◦ ρ
D
F (b)
= (1F (a)C1V C Ia→b) ◦ α−1F (a),1V ,V̂(1V→C(a→b)) ◦ (1F (a) C ε
V̂
1V→C(a→b))
◦ (1F (a) C Fa→b11V ) ◦ αF (a),D(F (a)→F (b)),1V ◦ (εDF (a)→F (b) C 11V ) ◦ ρDF (b)
= (ρDF (a) C 1C(a→b)) ◦ (1F (a) C Fa→b) ◦ (ρDF (a)CD(F (a)→F (b)))−1 ◦ (εDF (a)→F (b) C 11V ) ◦ ρDF (b)
= (ρDF (a) C Fa→b) ◦ εDF (a)→F (b),
which is exactly the mate of (σ−1a Fa→b) ◦ (− ◦D −). Notice here we have used the identities α−1d,v,1V = ρDdCv
and α−1
d,1V ,v = ρ
D
d
C 1v for all d ∈ D and v ∈ V from Lemma 3.3. 
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Remark 5.8. The above proof raises the following two interesting questions.
(1) Given a tensored V-functor G : C → D such that I ◦ G  F , when do we have that G is
V-equivalent to F ? We are unable to provide any candidate natural isomorphism at this time.
(2) When C is tensored, setting D = C and F = 1C , we get a canonical tensored V-functor
1C : C → C such that 1C  I ◦ 1C . We show in Lemma 5.9 below that τaJu := µIa,u denes a
1V-graded natural transformation τ : 1C ⇒ 1C ◦ I. However we do not know how to show that
1C ◦ I is naturally isomorphic to 1C , since it may be the case that C is too big; we cannot yet
identify a C u J 1V and a J u. We will solve this problem in the next section by adding additional
hypotheses on C.
Lemma 5.9. Setting τaJu := µIa,u in
CV(a J u → a C u J 1V) = CV(1C(a J u) → I(1C(a J u)))
denes a 1V-graded natural transformation τ : 1C ⇒ 1C ◦ I.
Proof. To show the naturality condition (2.2), we compute mates under the adjunction
V(C(a J u → b J v) → C(a J u → b C v J 1V)) = V(V̂(u → C(a → b)v) → V̂(u → C(a → b C v)))
 V(uV̂(u → C(a → b)v) → C(a → b C v)).
Indeed, the mate of of (τaJu(1C ◦ I)aJu→bJv) ◦ (− ◦C −) is given by
([(1uτaJu) ◦ εV̂u→C(a→aCu)](1C ◦ I)aJu→bJv)) ◦ (1C(a→aCu)εV̂1V→C(aCu→bCv)) ◦ (− ◦C −)
=
(5.3)
(ηCu,a1CaJu→bJv) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= εV̂u→C(a→b)v ◦ (1C(a→b)ηCb,v) ◦ (− ◦C −)
=
(5.3)
εV̂u→C(a→b)v ◦ (1C(a→b)[(1vτbJv) ◦ εV̂v→C(b→Cv)]) ◦ (− ◦C −)
which is exactly the mate of (1C
aJu→bJvτbJv) ◦ (− ◦C −). 
5.3. When representableV-functors are tensored. RecallV is closed so we may form V̂ . We begin
with a lemma that we could have proved in Section 4.1.
Lemma 5.10. Fix a ∈ C, and consider theV-functor C(a → −) : C → V̂ .
(1) Writing µb,v = µC(a→−)b,v for b ∈ C and v ∈ V , we have µb,v = (1C(a→b)ηCb,v) ◦ (− ◦C −).
(2) For all д ∈ V(v → C(b → c)w), µ satises the naturality condition
(5.5) [µb,v(1b C д)αCb,C(b→c),w (εCb→c C 1w )] ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C − ◦C −) = (1C(a→b)д) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1w ) ◦ µc,w .
(Recall the CV-morphisms 1b C д and εCb→c C 1w areV-morphisms originating at 1V .)
Proof. To prove (1), recall that we have identied V̂V = V , and thus µb,v is the mate of ηCb,v ◦ C(a →
−)b→bCv under the adjunction
V(C(a → b)v → C(a → b C v))  V(v → V̂(C(a → b) → C(a → b C v))).
But the mate of ηC
b,v
◦ C(a → −)b→bCv is exactly (1C(a→b)ηCb,v) ◦ (− ◦C −) under the above adjunction by
the denition of C(a → −)b→bCv from Example 2.8.
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We prove (2) using the identity from (1) twice. Note that 1b C д := Lb(д) and εCb→c C 1w is dened via
taking mates as in the beginning of Section 3.1. Hence the left hand side of (5.5) is equal to
[1C(a→b)ηCb,v(1b C д)αCb,C(b→c),w (εCb→c C 1w )] ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C − ◦C − ◦C −)
= (1C(a→b)[(ηCb,vLb(д)) ◦ (− ◦C −)]αCb,C(b→c),w (εCb→c C 1w )] ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C − ◦C −)
= [1C(a→b)(д ◦ ηCb,C(b→c)w )αCb,C(b→c),w (εCb→c C 1w )] ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C − ◦C −)
= [1C(a→b)[((д ◦ ηCb,C(b→c)w )αCb,C(b→c),w ) ◦ (− ◦C −)])(εCb→c C 1w )] ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C −)
= [1C(a→b)[д ◦ (ηCb,C(b→c)ηCbCC(b→c),w ) ◦ (− ◦C −)](εCb→c C 1w )] ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C −)
= (1C(a→b)[д ◦ ([(ηCb,C(b→c)εCb→c) ◦ (− ◦C −)]ηCc,w ) ◦ (− ◦C −)]) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= [1C(a→b)(д ◦ (1C(b→c)ηCc,w ) ◦ (− ◦C −))] ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (1C(a→b)д) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1w ) ◦ (1C(a→c)ηCc,w ) ◦ (− ◦C −),
which is exactly the right hand side of (5.5). 
Proposition 5.11. Suppose C is tensored and a ∈ C and u ∈ V such that the V-representable functors
C(a → −) and C(a C u → −) are tensored. Then we have a natural isomorphism of representable functors
CV(a C u J 1V → −)  CV(a J u → −).
Proof. Since C is tensored and the representable functors C(a → −) and C(a C u → −) are both tensored,
we get the following natural isomorphism of representable functors:
CV(a C u J 1V → b J v) = V(1V → C(a C u J 1V → b J v))
= V(1V → V̂(1V → C(a C u → b)v))
= V(1V → C(a C u → b)v)
 V(1V → C(a C u → b C v))
= CV(a C u → b C v)
 V(u → C(a → b C v))
 V(u → C(a → b)v)
 V(1V → V̂(u → C(a → b)v))
= V(1V → C(a J u → b J v))
= CV(a J u → b J v).
(5.6)
To show the above isomorphism is natural in b J v , one uses the naturality condition (5.5) twice. We use
(5.5) the rst time for µC(aCu→−)
b,v
in the rst isomophism in (5.6). For the second use, notice that when
C(a → −) tensored, (5.5) is equivalent to
[1C(a→bCv)(1b C д)αCb,C(b→c),w (εCb→c C 1w )] ◦ (− ◦C − ◦C − ◦C −) ◦ µ−1c,w = µ−1b,v ◦ (1C(a→b)д) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1w ).
We use this equivalent version of (5.5) in the third isomorphism in (5.6). We leave the rest of the details
to the reader. 
Theorem 5.12. Suppose C is a tensoredV-category. The following are equivalent:
(1) EveryV-representable functor Ra = C(a → −) : C → V̂ is tensored.
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(2) TheV-functor I : C → C given by a 7→ a J 1V from Denition 5.5 is tensored.
(3) The 1V-graded natural transformation τ : 1C ⇒ 1C ◦ I dened by τaJu := µIa,u from Lemma 5.9 is a
natural isomorphism.
(4) The V-functors I : C → C given by a 7→ a J 1V from Denition 5.5 and 1C : C → C given by
a J u 7→ a C u from Proposition 5.7 witness aV-equivalence.
Proof.
(1) ⇒ (2): First suppose (1) holds. Notice thatI(a) C u = a J 1V C u = a J u andI(a C u) = a C u J 1V .
Since C is tensored and everyV-representable functor is tensored, Proposition 5.11 gives us a canonical
natural isomorphism of representable functors CV(a C u J 1V → −)  CV(a J u → −). By the
Yoneda Lemma as in (2.6), we get a canonical isomorphism in CV(a J u → a C u J 1V). We claim
this isomorphism is exactly µIa,u , which is thus invertible by (2.6). Indeed, setting b = a C u and v = 1V ,
Adjunction (5.6) becomes the following isomorphism:
CV(a C u J 1V → a C u J 1V) = V(1V → C(a C u → a C u))
= CV(a C u → a C u)
 V(u → C(a → a C u))
= V(1V → V̂(u → C(a → a C u)))
= CV(a J u → a C u J 1V).
Moreover, 1aCuJ1V transforms as follows under the above isomorphism:
1aCuJ1V = jaCu ↔ ηCa,u =(5.4) µ
I
a,u .
(2) ⇔ (3): The condition that I is tensored is exactly the condition that µIa,u is invertible for all a ∈ C and
u ∈ V , which is equivalent to τaJu being invertible for all a J u ∈ C. Hence I is tensored if and only if
τ : 1C ⇒ 1C ◦ I is an isomorphism.
(3) ⇒ (4): Suppose I is tensored, so τ : 1C ⇒ 1C ◦ I is an isomorphism. Since we always have an
equivalence ofV-functors I ◦ 1C  1C by Proposition 5.7, we have aV-equivalence C  C.
(4) ⇒ (1): Assume (4) holds. Then for all v ∈ V and a,b ∈ C, the following chain of isomorphisms is
natural in u ∈ V:
V(u → C(a → b)v)  V(u → V̂(1V → C(a → b)v))
= V(u → C(a J 1V → b J v)
 V(u → C(a C 1V → b C v))
 V(u → C(a → b C v))
Hence we have an isomorphism of representable functorsV(− → C(a → b)v)  V(− → C(a → b C v)),
which gives us an isomorphism C(a → b)v  C(a → b C v). We claim this isomorphism is exactly
µC(a→−)
b,v
. Indeed, setting u = C(a → b)v and passing through the above chain of isomorphisms, 1C(a→b)v
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transforms as follows:
1C(a→b)v ↔ ηV̂1V ,C(a→b)v
↔ ηV̂1V ,C(a→b)v ◦ 1CaJ1V→bJv
↔ ηV̂1V ,C(a→b)v ◦ 1CaJ1V→bJv ◦ (ρ
−1
a 1C(aC1V→bCv)) ◦ (− ◦C −)
=
Lem. 3.2
ηV̂1V ,C(a→b)v ◦ 1CaJ1V→bJv ◦ (η
C
a,11C(aC1V→bCv)) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= ηV̂1V ,C(a→b)v ◦ ε
V̂
1V→C(a→b)v ◦ (1C(a→b)η
C
b,v) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (1C(a→b)ηCb,v) ◦ (− ◦C −)
=
Lem. 5.10
µC(a→−)
b,v
.
Hence µC(a→−)
b,v
is an isomorphism by the Yoneda Lemma as in (2.6). 
5.4. Completion and rigidity ofV. We now describe the connection between tensoredV-functors
and the notion of rigidity. As before, we assumeV is closed.
Example 5.13. WhenV is rigid, our convention for duals is given as in [MP17, §2.7] by evv ∈ V(vv∗ → 1V)
and coevv ∈ V(1V → v∗v). Hence V is closed with V̂(u → v) = u∗v . Notice that V̂(u → v)w =
u∗vw = V̂(u → vw) for all u,v,w ∈ V , so everyV-representable functor V̂(u → −) is clearly tensored.
In fact, we show this property characterizes rigidity in Lemma 5.14 below.
We can now describe V̂ in more detail without taking any mates. The identity element jv ∈ V(1V →
[v,v]) = V(1V → v∗v) for v ∈ V̂ is equal to coevv . The composition morphism − ◦V̂ − ∈ V(V̂(u →
v)V̂(v → w) → V̂(u → w)) = V(u∗vv∗w → u∗w) is equal to 1u∗ evv 1w .
Suppose C is aV-category withV rigid. TheV-representable functor C(a → −) : C → V̂ is given
by
C(a → −)b→c = (coevC(a→b) 1C(b→c)) ◦ (− ◦C −) ∈ V(C(b → c) → C(a → b)∗C(a → c)).
We now describe the tensored V-category C in greater detail. We now have C(a J u → b J
v) = V̂(u → C(a → b)v) = u∗C(a → b)v , and the identity elements and composition are given by
jaJu = coevu ◦(1u∗ ja1u) ∈ V(1V → u∗C(a → a)u) and
−◦C− = (1u∗1C(a→b) evv 1C(b→c)1w )◦(1u∗(−◦C−)1w ) ∈ V(u∗C(a → b)vv∗C(b → c)w → u∗C(a → c)w).
Moreover, the leftV-adjoint LaJu of RaJu is given by
LaJuv→w = (1v∗ coevu 1w ) ◦ (1v∗1u∗ ja1u1w ) ∈ V(v∗w → v∗u∗C(a → a)uw∗)
Finally, theV-functor I : C → C is given by Ia→b = 1C(a→b) ∈ V(C(a → b) → 1∗VC(a → b)1V).
Lemma 5.14. Consider the self-enriched V-category V̂ . Every V-representable functor V̂(v → −) is
tensored if and only if every object ofV has a right dual.
Remark 5.15. This result follows from [GP18, Proposition 6.2], going back to [Str83]. We give an explicit
proof here for the reader’s convenience.
Proof. IfV is rigid, then V̂(u → v) := u∗v , so V̂(u → −) = u∗ ⊗ − which is obviously tensored.
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Conversely, suppose that for v ∈ V , V̂(v → −) is tensored. We dene v∗ := V̂(v → 1V) and
evv := εV̂v→1V ∈ V(vV̂(v → 1V) → 1V)
coevv := jv ◦ (µV(v→−)1V ,v )−1 ∈ V(1V → V̂(v → 1V)v)
One zig-zag relation is readily veried using standard mate calculations:
(1v coevv) ◦ (evv 1v) = (1v jv) ◦ (1v(µV̂(v→−)v,1V )−1) ◦ (εV̂v→1V1v) = (1v jv) ◦ εV̂v→v = 1v
The second is a bit more dicult. First, one shows that (ηV̂v,1V1v∗) ◦ (− ◦V̂ −) = εV̂v→1V ◦ j1V by taking
mates under the adjunction
V(vV̂(v → 1V) → V̂(1V → 1V))  V(cV̂(v → 1V) → 1V),
It follows that ((µV̂(v→−)v,1V )−11v∗) ◦ (1v∗εV̂v→1) = − ◦V̂ − ∈ V(V̂(v → v)V̂(v → 1V) → V̂(v → 1V)).
Hence
(coevv 1v∗) ◦ (1v∗ evv) = (jv1v∗) ◦ ((µV̂(v→−)v,1V )−11v∗) ◦ (1v∗εV̂v→1V ) = (jv1v∗) ◦ (− ◦V̂ −) = 1v∗ .
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 5.16. SupposeV is rigid. Then everyV-representable functor RaJu : C → V̂ is tensored, and
C isV-equivalent to C by Theorem 5.12.
Proof. WhenV is rigid,
C(a J u → b J v) = V̂(u → C(a → b)v) = u∗C(a → b)v = C(a J u → b J 1V)v .
We leave the rest of the details to the reader. 
Corollary 5.17. SupposeV is rigid and C is tensored. Then I : C → C is tensored, and C isV-equivalent
to C by Theorem 5.12.
Proof. Notice that when C is tensored andV is rigid, we have an adjunction
CV(a J u → b J v) = V(u → C(a → b)v)
 V(uv∗ → C(a → b))
 CV(a C uv∗ → b)
 CV(a C u → b C v).
(5.7)
Dene Φ : CV → CV by Φ(a J u) = a C u, and on morphisms, Φ is dened by the adjunction (5.7).
We claim that Φ is an equivalence of categories. It is clear that if Φ is a functor, then Φ is an equivalence
of categories, since it is automatically essentially surjective on objects by denition and fully faithful
by (5.7). Setting b = a and v = u, it is readily checked that Φ(1aJu) = 1aCu . Hence for an arbitrary
f ∈ CV(a J u → b J v) = V(u → C(a → b)v), we have Φ(f ) = (1a C f ) ◦ αa,C(a→b),v ◦ (εCa→b C 1v).
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Now if д ∈ CV(b J v → c J w) = V(v → C(b → c)w), we see that
Φ(f ◦ д)
= (1a C [f ◦ (1C(a→b)д) ◦ ((− ◦C −)1w )]) ◦ αa,C(a→c),w ◦ (εCa→c C 1w )
= (1a C [f ◦ (1C(a→b)д)]) ◦ αa,C(a→b)C(b→c),w ◦ (αa,C(a→b),C(b→c) C 1w ) ◦ (εCa→b C 1C(b→c) C 1w ) ◦ (εCb→c C 1w )
= (1a C [f ◦ (1C(a→b)д)]) ◦ αa,C(a→b),C(b→c)w ◦ αaCC(a→b),C(b→c),w ◦ (εCa→b C 1C(b→c) C 1w ) ◦ (εCb→c C 1w )
= (1a C f ) ◦ αa,C(a→b),v ◦ (εCa→b C 1v) ◦ (1b C д) ◦ αb,C(b→c),w ◦ (εCb→c C 1w )
= Φ(f ) ◦ Φ(д).
Thus Φ is a functor, and it gives an equivalence of categories CV  CV .
We now claim that setting b = a C u and v = 1V , Φ(µIa,u) = αa,u,1V . Indeed, using the identity
µIa,u = ηCa,u from (5.4), we have
Φ(µIa,u) = (1a C ηCa,u)◦αa,C(a→aCu),1V◦(εCa→aCu C 11V ) = αa,u,1V◦(1a C ηCv C 11V )◦(εCa→aCu C 1V) = αa,u,1V .
Since Φ is an equivalence of categories, Φ(µIa,u) = αa,u,1V being invertible implies µIa,u is invertible. Hence
I is tensored, and we are nished. 
6. ClosedV-monoidal categories
For the remainder of this article,V will denote a braided monoidal category.
6.1. V-monoidal categories. We now recall the basics of (strict)V-monoidal categories from [MP17].
Denition 6.1. A (strict)V-monoidal category consists of aV-category C, together with the following
additional data:
• (identity object) a distinguished object 1C ∈ C
• (tensor product of objects) for all a,b ∈ C, an object ab ∈ C
• (tensor product for hom-objects) for all a,b, c,d ∈ C, a distinguished morphism−⊗C− ∈ V(C(a →
b)C(c → d) → C(ac → bd)).
subject to the following axioms:
• (strict unitality for objects) for all a ∈ C, 1Ca = a = a1C .
• (strict associator for objects) for all a,b, c, ∈ C, a(bc) = (ab)c .
• (unitality) for all a,b ∈ C, (j1C1C(a→b)) ◦ (− ⊗C −) = 1C(a→b = (1C(a→b)j1C ) ◦ (− ⊗C −) and
(jajb) ◦ (− ⊗C −) = jab ,
• (associatitivity) as morphisms in V(C(a → b)C(c → d)C(e → f ) → C(ace → bd f )), we have
(1(− ⊗C −)) ◦ (− ⊗C −) = ((− ⊗C −)1) ◦ (− ⊗C −), and
• (braided interchange) for all a,b, c,d, e, f , the following diagram commutes:
(6.1)
C(a → b)C(d → e)C(b → c)C(e → f ) C(ad → be)C(be → c f )
C(ad → e f )
C(a → b)C(b → c)C(d → e)C(e → f ) C(a → c)C(d → f )
(−⊗C−)(−⊗C−)
1βC(d→e),C(b→c)1
−◦C−
(−◦C−)(−◦C−)
−⊗C−
where β is the braiding inV .
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It is straightforward to verify that the underlying category CV of aV-monoidal category is a monoidal
category.
Example 6.2. When V is braided closed monoidal, can make V̂ a V-monoidal category by dening
− ⊗V̂ − to be the mate of (1uβw,[u,v]1x ) ◦ (εV̂u→vεV̂w→x ) under the adjunction
V(V̂(u → v)V̂(w → x) → V̂(uw → vx))  V(uwV̂(u → v)V̂(w → x) → vx).
We leave the details to the reader as a valuable exercise.
Denition 6.3 ([MP17]). Suppose C,D are V-monoidal categories. A (strong) strongly unital V-
monoidal functor C → D consists of a pair (F ,ν )where F : C → D is aV-functor such that F (1C) = 1D
and F1C→1C = j1D , and ν = (νa,b)a,b∈C is family of isomorphisms νa,b ∈ V(1V → D(F (ab) → F (a)F (b)))
which satisfy the following conditions:
• (unitality) For all a ∈ C, νa,1C = 1F (a) = ν1C ,a ,5
• (associativity) for alla,b, c ∈ C, as composites inDV(F (abc) → F (a)F (b)F (c)), νa,bc◦(1F (a)νb,c) =
νab,c ◦ (νa,b1F (c)),
• (naturality)
(6.2)
C(a → c)C(b → d) C(ab → cd)
D(F (a) → F (c))D(F (b) → F (d)) D(F (ab) → F (cd))
D(F (a)F (b) → F (c)F (d)) D(F (ab) → F (c)F (d))
−⊗C−
Fa→cFb→d
Fab→cd
−⊗D− −◦νc,d
νa,b◦−
We leave the denition of a lax/oplax V-monoidal functor to the reader. Note that the underlying
functor of a strong/lax/oplaxV-monoidal functor is strong/lax/oplax monoidal with the same tensora-
tor/laxitor/oplaxitor.
Denition 6.4. Suppose C,D areV-monoidal categories and (F ,νF ), (G,νG) : C → D areV-monoidal
functors. A strongly unitalV-monoidal natural transformation σ : (F ,νF ) ⇒ (G,νG) is a 1V-graded
natural transformation σ : F ⇒ G satisfying the naturality condition (2.2) and the additional axioms
• (unitality) σ1C ∈ V(1V → D(F (1C) → G(1C))) = V(1V → D(1D → 1D)) is equal to j1D ,
• (monoidality) for all a,b ∈ C, as composites in DV(F (ab) → G(a)G(b)), σab ◦ νGa,b = νFa,b ◦ (σaσb).
As before, we denote by Ra : CV →V the representable functor b 7→ C(a → b) from Example 2.13.
WhenV is closed, we denote by Ra : C → V̂ theV-representable functor from Example 2.8.
6.2. ClosedV-monoidal categories.
Example 6.5. Suppose C is V-monoidal and a ∈ C. We can dene a V-functor a ⊗ − : C → C on
objects by a ⊗ b = ab and (a ⊗ −)b→c ∈ V(C(b → c) → C(ab → ac)) is (ja1C(b→c)) ◦ (− ⊗C −). It is
straightforward to verify a ⊗ − is aV-functor using the braided interchange relation.
Notice that the underlying functor is given by a ⊗ − : CV → CV , where a ⊗ b = ab and for
f ∈ CV(b → c), a ⊗ f = 1a ⊗ f ∈ CV(ab → ac).
5The axiom that νa,1C = 1F(a) = ν1C,a for all a ∈ C is not stated in [MP17, Def. 2.6]; rather only the condition that
ν1C,1C = j1D appears. This was an error, as this axiom is used throughout, and its verication was omitted (this gap is covered
here). See also Lemma 3.3 and Remark 6.11.
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Denition 6.6. We call aV-monoidal category C closed if everyV-functor a ⊗ − has a rightV-adjoint,
denoted [a,−] : C → C.
Example 6.7. Recall that aV-monoidal category is called rigid if the underlying monoidal category CV is
rigid. As in [MP17], to ease the notation, we assume (ba)∗ = a∗b∗ for all a,b ∈ C.
Notice that a rigidV-monoidal category is closed with [a,−] = a∗ ⊗ −, where theV-adjunction is
witnessed via the Frobenius reciprocity isomorphisms
θb,c = [(coeva jb) ◦ (− ⊗C −)][(ja∗1C(ab→c)) ◦ (− ⊗C −)] ◦ (− ◦C −) ∈ V(C(ab → c) → C(b → a∗c)).
(It is an important exercise using the braided interchange relation to verify the above morphism is a
natural isomorphism with the obvious inverse.)
Lemma 6.8. If C is closed, then C is oplax tensored if and only if R1C admits a left adjoint.
Proof. If R1C : CV → V admits a left adjoint F : V → CV , we get a left adjoint La : V → CV by
v 7→ aF (v):
V(v → Ra(b)) = V(v → C(a → b))  V(v → C(1C → [a,b]))
 CV(F (v) → [a,b])  CV(aF (v) → b) =: CV(La(v) → b).
(6.3)
The other direction is trivial. 
6.3. Classication of rigidV-monoidal categories. In [MP17], we proved a classication theorem
for rigidV-monoidal categories, which is an analog of Theorem 1.4.
Theorem 6.9 ([MP17, Thm. 1.1]). LetV be a braided monoidal category. There is a bijective correspondence{
RigidV-monoidal categories C such that
R1C : CV →V admits a left adjoint
}

{ Pairs (T ,F Z )with T a rigid monoidal category
and F Z : V → Z (T ) braided oplax monoidal,
such that F := F Z ◦ R admits a right adjoint
}
.
Here, R : Z (T ) → T denotes the forgetful functor.
Remark 6.10. As in [MP17], we abuse nomenclature by assuming our oplax monoidal functors (F ,ν ) :
V → T are strongly unital; that is F (1V) = 1T and νv,1V = 1F (v) = ν1V ,v for all v ∈ V . See also Remark
6.11.
6.4. Classication of closedV-monoidal categories. It is straightforward to generalize Theorem 6.9,
relaxing rigidity on both sides to closed, obtaining a bijective correspondence between closedV-monoidal
categories and pairs (T ,F Z ) with T closed. This is a better analog of Theorem 1.4 than Theorem 6.9.
Theorem (Thm. 1.1). LetV be a braided monoidal category. There is a bijective correspondence{
Closed V-monoidal categories C such
that R1C admits a left adjoint
}

{ Pairs (T ,F Z ) with T a closed monoidal category
and F Z : V → Z (T ) braided oplax monoidal,
such that F := F Z ◦ R admits a right adjoint
}
.
We now give a brief description of both directions, together with a proof of the essential lemmas
needed when C (respectively T ) is closed rather than rigid.
Starting with aV-monoidal C such that R1V : CV →V admits a left adjoint F : V → CV , we let η
be the unit of the adjunction. We see that F can be endowed with the structure of a strongly unital oplax
monoidal functor by dening νu,v ∈ CV(F (uv) → F (u)F (v)) to be the mate of (ηC1C ,uηC1C ,v) ◦ (− ⊗C −)
under the adjunction
CV(F (uv) → F (u)F (v))  V(uv → C(1C → F(u)F (v))).
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Remark 6.11. In [MP17, Lem. 4.4], it was shown that F (1V) is canonically isomorphic to 1CV via the
Yoneda Lemma, and thus we may identify F (1V) = 1CV . That paper (in error!) omitted to show the easily
veried that under this identication, ν1V ,v = 1F (v) = νv,1V for all v ∈ V . Indeed, the verication is the
same as the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Since C is closed, we have a V-adjunction a ⊗ − aV [a,−] between V-functors C → C. (Notice
that CV is obviously closed.) This means there is a family of isomorphims θb,c ∈ V(C(ab → c) →
C(b → [a, c])) satisfying (2.7) and (2.8). Now we can understand the adjunction (6.3): starting with
д ∈ CV(aF (v) → b), its mate is given by (ηv(д ◦ θaF (v),b)) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ κa1,b .
We now state the essential lemma, whose proof is now easier and more conceptual than the proof of
[MP17, Lem. 4.6 and Appendix B]!
Lemma 6.12. The mate of 1aF (v) under Adjunction (6.3) is (jaηv) ◦ (− ⊗C −).
Proof. Setting b = aF (v), we see that the mate of jaF (v) = (jajF (v)) ◦ (− ⊗C −) is given by
(ηv[(jajF (v)) ◦ (− ⊗C −) ◦ θF (v),aF (v)]) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ κ1C ,aF (v)
= ([(jaηv) ◦ (− ⊗C −)][(jajF (v)) ◦ (− ⊗C −) ◦ θF (v),aF (v) ◦ κF (v),aF (v)]) ◦ (− ◦C −) by (2.7)
= ([(jaηv) ◦ (− ⊗C −)][(jajF (v)) ◦ (− ⊗C −)]) ◦ (− ◦C −)
= (ja[(ηv jF (v)) ◦ (− ◦C −)]) ◦ (− ⊗C −) by (6.1)
= (jaηv) ◦ (− ⊗C −). 
Remark 6.13. This lemma has many important implications. First, one can use this lemma and the braided
exchange relation to prove that
(ηCa,uηCaF (u),v) ◦ (− ◦C −) = (ηC1C ,uηCF (u),v) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ (ja ⊗C −) = (ηC1C ,uηC1C ,v) ◦ (− ⊗C −) ◦ (ja ⊗C −).
These maps above are thus all equal to the mate of αa,u,v from (3.2) where the rightV-module structure
of C is given by a C u := aF (u). This also implies that αa,u,v = 1aνu,v for all a ∈ C and u,v ∈ V . Setting
a = 1C , we have νu,v = α1C ,u,v . We will use these facts heavily in the proof of Lemma 7.2 below.
With Lemma 6.12 in hand, we can lift F : V → CV to a braided oplax monoidal functor F Z : V →
Z (CV) by dening a half-braiding ea,F (v) ∈ CV(aF (v) → F (v)a) to be the mate of (ηv ja) ◦ (− ⊗C −)
under Adjunction (6.3). Indeed, all proofs in [MP17, §4 and 5] now apply verbatim to the closed (rather
than rigid) case, using Lemma 6.12 rather than [MP17, Lem. 4.6].
In the other direction, starting with a closed monoidal category T and a strongly unital braided
oplax monoidal functor (F Z ,ν ) : V → Z (T ) such that F := F Z ◦ R admits a right adjoint R (where
R : Z (T ) → T is the forgetful functor), we notice that the functors La : V → T by La(v) = aF (v)
admit right adjoints:
T(La(v) → b) = T(aF (v) → b)  T(F (v) → [a,b])  V(v → R([a,b]))(6.4)
We thus dene aV-category T/F as follows:
• The objects of T/F are the same as those of T ,
• The hom objects are given by T/F (a → b) = R([a,b]).
• the identity morphism ja ∈ V(1V → R([a,a])) is the mate of 1a ∈ T (a → a),
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• Using the notation 6
〈a → b〉 := F (T/F (a → b)) and
〈a → b;b → c; · · · 〉 := F (T/F (a → b)T/F (b → c) · · · ),
we let εT/ F
a→b ∈ T (a〈a → b〉 → b) be the counit of Adjunction (6.4). The composition − ◦T/ F − ∈
V(T/F (a → b)T/F (b → c) → T/F (a → c)) is the mate of (1aνT/ F(a→b),T/ F(b→c)) ◦ (ε
T/ F
a→b1〈b→c〉) ◦
εT
b→c .• The tensor product − ⊗T/ F − ∈ V(T/F (a → b)T/F (c → d) → T/F (ac → bd)) is the mate of
(1acνT/ F(a→b),T/ F(c→d)) ◦ (1aec,〈a→b〉1〈c→d〉) ◦ (ε
T/ F
a→bε
T/ F
c→d).
The verication that T/F is aV-monoidal category is identical to [MP17, §6.1-6.4], as is the monoidal
equivalence T  TV/F . Clearly R1T/ F admits a left adjoint, as
V(v → R1T/ F (a)) = V(v → R([1T ,a]))  V(F (v) → [1T ,a])  T(F (v) → a)  T/F (F (v) → a).
It remains to show that T/F is closed. First, we can describe the right oplaxV-module structure of
TV/F in more detail.
Remark 6.14. Since the hom objects of TV/F are dened using Adjunction (6.4), under the monoidal
equivalence T  TV/F , we may identify the oplax right V-module structure by a C v = aF (v) and
αa,u,v = 1aνu,v as in Remark 6.13.
Recall that by Example 6.5, for each a ∈ T/F , we have a V-monoidal functor a ⊗ − : T/F → T/F
whose underlying functor is a ⊗ − : T → T .
Denition 6.15. We denote by εT the counit of the adjunction T(ab → c)  T(b → [a, c]), which
should not be confused with εT/ F ! We dene [a,−]b→c to be the mate of (εTa→b1〈b→c〉) ◦ ε
T/ F
b→c under the
adjunction
V(T/F (b → c) → T/F ([a,b] → [a, c])) = V(T/F (b → c) → R([[a,b], [a, c]]))
 T([a,b]〈b → c〉 → [a, c])
 T(a[a,b]〈b → c〉 → c).
(6.5)
6 In [MP17, Def. 6.2], we used the notation [a → b] := F (T/ F(a → b)). However, now that we use [a,−] for the right
V-adjoint of a ⊗ − for a ∈ T/ F , we use 〈a → b〉 to not overload the bracket notation.
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To verify [a,−] is a V-functor, we calculate that the mates of ([a,−]b→c[a,−]c→d) ◦ (− ◦T/ F −) and
(− ◦T/ F −) ◦ [a,−]b→d agree under Adjunction (6.5). The mate of the former is given by
(1a1[a,b](F ([a,−]b→c[a,−]c→d) ◦ νT/ F([a,b]→[a,c]),T/ F([a,c]→[a,d])))
◦ (1aεT/ F[a,b]→[a,c]1〈[a,c]→[a,d]〉) ◦ (1aε
T/ F
[a,c]→[a,d]) ◦ εTa→d
= (1a1[a,b]νT/ F(b→c),T/ F(c→d)) ◦ (1a1[a,b]F ([a,−]b→c)F ([a,−]c→d))
◦ (1aεT/ F[a,b]→[a,c]1〈[a,c]→[a,d]〉) ◦ (1aε
T/ F
[a,c]→[a,d]) ◦ εTa→d
= (1a1[a,b]νT/ F(b→c),T/ F(c→d)) ◦ (1a1[a,b]F ([a,−]b→c)1〈c→d〉)
◦ (1aεT/ F[a,b]→[a,c]1〈c→d〉) ◦ (εTa→c1〈c→d〉) ◦ ε
T/ F
c→d
= (εTa→bνT/ F(b→c),T/ F(c→d)) ◦ (ε
T/ F
b→c1〈c→d〉) ◦ ε
T/ F
c→d
= (εTa→bF (− ◦T/ F −)) ◦ ε
T/ F
b→d ,
which is exactly the mate of the latter.
Lemma 6.16. The underlying functor (a ⊗ −)V is left adjoint to [a,−]V .
Proof. Under the equivalence T  TV/F , the underlying functor (a ⊗ −)V is just a ⊗ − : T → T , and
similarly for [a,−]V . Since T is closed, we are nished. 
Proposition 6.17. TheV-functor a ⊗ − is leftV-adjoint to [a,−].
Proof. By Lemma 6.16 and Theorem 4.5, it suces to prove that a ⊗ − : T/F → T/F is tensored. For
b ∈ T/F and v ∈ V , µa⊗−b,v ∈ TV/F (ab C v → (a C v)b) = T(abF (v) → aF (v)b) is given by the mate of
η
T/ F
b,v
◦ (a ⊗ −)b→bCv under the adjunction
TV/F (ab C v → a(b C v))  V(v → T/F (ab → a(b C v))).
By Remark 6.14, identifying TV/F = T identies a C u = aF (u) and TV/F (ab C v → a(b C v)) =
T(abF (v) → abF (v)). We claim that under this identication, µa⊗−
b,v
= 1abF (v), which is obviously
invertible. Indeed, by Example 6.5,
η
T/ F
b,v
◦ (a ⊗ −)b→bCv = ηT/ Fb,v ◦ (ja1T/ F(b→bF (v))) ◦ (− ⊗T/ F −),
whose mate under the above adjunction is given by
(1abF (ηT/ Fb,v ◦ (ja1T/ F(b→bF (v))))) ◦ (1abνT/ F(a→a),T/ F(b→bF (v))) ◦ (1aeb,〈a→a〉1〈b→bF (v)〉) ◦ (ε
T/ F
a→aε
T/ F
b→bF (v))
= (1ab[F (ηT/ Fb,v ) ◦ (jF (a)1T/ F(b→bF (v)))]) ◦ (1aeb,〈a→a〉1〈b→bF (v)〉) ◦ (ε
T/ F
a→aε
T/ F
b→bF (v))
= [(1ajF (a)) ◦ εT/ Fa→a][(1bF (ηT/ Fb,v )) ◦ ε
T/ F
b→bF (v)]
= 1a1bF (v).
This completes the proof. 
Finally, [MP17, §7] remains unchanged. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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7. TensoredV-monoidal categories
In this section, we assume that V is a braided closed monoidal category so that we may form the
V-monoidal category V̂ as in Example 6.2.
7.1. TensoredV-monoidal categories.
Denition 7.1. Similar to an ordinary V-category, we call a V-monoidal category tensored if the
V-representable functors Ra = C(a → −) : C → V̂ admit leftV-adjoints.
Suppose C is closed and R1C = C(1C → −) : C → V̂ admits a left V-adjoint F . By Remark 2.19,
the underlying functor FV : V → CV is left adjoint to the underlying functor R1C . As in the proof of
Theorem 1.1, every representable functor Ra = C(a → −)V : CV → V admits a left adjoint La . This
allows us to canonically equip FV with the structure of a strongly unital braided oplax monoidal functor
((FV)Z ,ν ) : V → Z (CV). In fact, we will see that ((FV)Z ,ν ) is strong monoidal.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose C is closed and R1C = C(1C → −) : C → V̂ admits a leftV-adjoint F : V̂ → C.
(1) F is tensored with (µFu,v)−1 = νu,v for all u,v ∈ V̂ .
(2) ((FV)Z ,ν ) : V → Z (CV) is strong monoidal.
(3) The morphisms νu,v ∈ CV(F (uv) → F (u)F (v)) endow F with the structure of a V-monoidal
functor.
(4) C is tensored.
Proof.
(1) First, F is tensored by Theorem 4.5. As explained in Remark 6.13, notice that νu,v = α1C ,u,v where
the right V-module structure of C is given by a C u := aF (u). Now when F is a left V-adjoint of
C(1C → −), we have α1C ,u,v is invertible with inverse equal to µL
1C
u,v = µ
F
u,v by setting a = 1C in the proof
of Proposition 4.8.
(2) By (1), νu,v ∈ V(1V → C(F (uv) → F (u)F (v))) is invertible for all u,v ∈ V , and the result follows
immediately.
(3) Since (FV ,ν ) is strong monoidal by (1), we see that the νu,v automatically satisfy the unitality and
associativity axioms for (F ,ν ) to be a V-monoidal functor, since these are merely properties of the
underlying functor FV . It remains to prove the naturality condition (6.2). Under the adjunction
V(V̂(u → w)V̂(v → x) → V̂(F (uv) → F (w)F (x)))  CV(F (uv)V̂(u → w)V̂(v → x) → F (w)F (x)),
the mate of (Fu→wFv→x ) ◦ (− ⊗C −) ◦ (νu,v ◦C −) is given by
(1F (uv)[F ((Fu→wFv→x ) ◦ (− ⊗C −) ◦ (νu,v ◦C −))])
◦ (εCF (uv)→F (u)F (v)1C(F (u)F (v)→F (w)F (x))) ◦ εCF (u)F (v)→F (w)F (x)
= (νu,vF (Fu→wFv→x )) ◦ (1F (u)F (v)νV̂(u→w),V̂(v→x)) ◦ (1F (u)eF (v),〈u→w〉1〈v→x〉) ◦ (εCF (u)→F (w)εCF (v)→F (x))
= (νu,vνV̂(u→w),V̂(v→x)) ◦ (1F (u)eF (v),〈u→w〉1〈v→x〉)
◦ ([(1F (u)F (Fu→w )) ◦ εCF (u)→F (w)][(1F (v)F (Fv→x )) ◦ εCF (v)→F (x)])
= (νu,vνV̂(u→w),V̂(v→x)) ◦ (1F (u)eF (v),〈u→w〉1〈v→x〉)
◦ ([ν−1F (u),V̂(u→w) ◦ F (ε
V̂
u→w )][ν−1F (v),V̂(v→x) ◦ F (ε
V̂
v→x )])
= ν−1
uv,V̂(u→w)V̂(v→x) ◦ F ((1uβv,V̂(u→w)1V̂(v→x)) ◦ (ε
V̂
u→wε
V̂
v→x )) ◦ νv,x ,
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which is also equal to the mate of (− ⊗V̂ −) ◦ Fuv→wx ◦ (− ◦C νw,x ) through a similar calculation. Here,
we have used that
(7.1) (1F (u)F (Fu→w )) ◦ εCF (u)→F (w) = ν−1u,V̂(u→w) ◦ F (ε
V̂
u→w )
and the analogous statement replacing u and w with v and x respectively. Indeed, since ν−1
u,V̂(u→w) =
µF
u,V̂(u→w) by Proposition 4.8 as in (1), both maps in (7.1) are the mate of Fu→w under the adjunction
CV(F (u)F (V̂(u → w)) → F (w))  V(V̂(u → w) → C(F (u) → F (w))).
(4) Recall from Remark 6.13 that the right oplaxV-module structure of C is given by a C u := aF (u), and
αa,u,v = 1aνu,v for all a ∈ C and u,v ∈ V . Since νu,v is invertible by (1), we see αa,u,v is invertible for every
a ∈ C and u,v ∈ V . Hence C is tensored by Proposition 4.10 and Corollary 4.11. 
The following corollary is now immediate.
Corollary 7.3. A closedV-monoidal category is tensored if and only if R1C admits a leftV-adjoint.
7.2. Classication of tensored closedV-monoidal categories. We now prove the analog of Theorem
1.5 for V-monoidal categories. Recall that a monoidal functor (F ,ν ) is called strong if ν is a natural
isomorphism.
Theorem (Theorem 1.2). Let V be a closed monoidal category. Under Theorem 1.1, there is a bijective
correspondence
{Tensored closedV-monoidal categories } 
{ Pairs (T ,F Z ) with T a closed monoidal category
and F Z : V → Z (T ) braided strong monoidal,
such that F := F Z ◦ R admits a right adjoint
}
.
We also get a bijective correspondence replacing closed with rigid on both sides above.
Proof. Under the bijective correspondence from Theorem 1.1, it suces to prove that C tensored implies
(F Z ,ν ) : V → Z (CV) is strong monoidal, and that (F ,ν ) : V → Z (T ) being strong monoidal implies
T/F is tensored.
First, when C is closed and tensored, R1C = C(1C → −) : C → V̂ admits a leftV-adjoint F : V → Ĉ.
By Remark 2.19, the underlying functor FV is a left adjoint to the underlying functor R1C , and can be
endowed with the structure of a braided oplax monoidal functor ((FV)Z ,ν ) : V → Z (CV). By Lemma
7.2, we see that ((FV)Z ,ν ) is strong monoidal.
Conversely, suppose F Z : V → Z (T ) is strong monoidal. By (4) of Lemma 7.2, it suces to show
we can promote F = F Z ◦ R : V → T (where R : Z (T ) → T is the forgetful functor) to aV-functor
F : V̂ → T/F which is leftV-adjoint to T/F (1T → −). Since F is strong monoidal, we can dene Fu→v
as mate of ν−1
u,V̂(u→v) ◦ F (ε
V̂
u→v) as on the right hand side of (7.1) under the adjunction
V(V̂(u → v) → T/F (F (u) → F (v)))  T(F (u)F (V̂(u → v)) → F (v)).
Under the adjunction
V(V̂(u → v)V̂(v → w) → T/F (F (u) → F (w)))  TV/F (F (u)F (V̂(u → v)V̂(v → w) → F (u)),
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we see the mate of (Fu→vFv→w ) ◦ (− ◦T/ F −) is given by
(1F (u)F (Fu→vFv→w )) ◦ (1F (u) ◦ νT/ F(u→v),T/ F(v→w)) ◦ (ε
T/ F
F (u)→F (v)1〈v→w〉) ◦ ε
T/ F
F (v)→F (w)
= (1F (u) ◦ νV̂(u→v),V̂(v→w)) ◦ ([(1F (u)F (Fu→v)) ◦ ε
T/ F
F (u)→F (v)]1〈v→w〉) ◦ [(1F (v)F (Fv→w )) ◦ ε
T/ F
F (v)→F (w)]
= (1F (u) ◦ νV̂(u→v),V̂(v→w)) ◦ ([ν−1u,V̂(u→v)F (ε
V̂
u→v)]1〈v→w〉) ◦ [ν−1v,V̂(v→w)F (ε
V̂
v→w )]
= ν−1
u,V̂(u→v)V̂(v→w) ◦ F ((ε
V̂
u→v1V̂(v→w)) ◦ εV̂v→w )
= ν−1
u,V̂(u→v)V̂(v→w) ◦ F ((1u(− ◦V̂ −)) ◦ ε
V̂
u→w )
= (1F (u)F (− ◦V̂ −)) ◦ ν−1u,V̂(u→w) ◦ F (ε
V̂
u→w )
which is exactly the mate of (− ◦V̂ −) ◦ Fu→w . Hence F is aV-functor.
We already know the underlying functor FV : V → TV/F is left adjoint to R1T/ F : TV/F →V by the
proof of Theorem 1.1 in §6.4. Thus by Theorem 4.5, to show F is a leftV-adjoint of T/F (1T/F → −), it
suces to prove that F is tensored. Note that µFu,v is by denition the mate of ηV̂u,v ◦ Fu→uv under the
adjunction
TV/F (F (u)F (v) → F (uv))  V(v → T/F (F (u) → F (uv))).
But notice by denition of Fu→uv , this mate is also given by
(1F (u)F (ηV̂u,v)) ◦ ν−1u,V̂(u→uv) ◦ F (ε
V̂
u→uv) = ν−1u,v ◦ F ((1uηV̂u,v) ◦ εV̂u→uv) = ν−1u,v .
Hence µFu,v = ν−1u,v is invertible, and F is tensored. 
8. Completion forV-monoidal categories
We now discuss the completion operation forV-monoidal categories. In this section,V is braided
and closed so we may form the self-enrichedV-monoidal category V̂ .
Denition 8.1. Given aV-monoidal category C, we dene its completion C as an extension of Denition
5.1. As before, C has objects of the form a J u for a ∈ C and u ∈ V . We dene C(a J u → b J v), jaJu ,
and − ◦C − as before. We additionally dene:
• 1C := 1C J 1V .• (a J u)(b J v) := ab J uv .
• − ⊗C − is the mate of
(1uβw,V̂(u→C(a→b)v)1V̂(w→C(c→d)x)) ◦ (εV̂u→C(a→b)vεV̂w→C(c→d)x ) ◦ (1C(a→b)β−1v,C(c→d)1x ) ◦ ((− ⊗C −)1vx )
under the adjunction
V(V̂(u → C(a → b)v)V̂(w → C(c → d)x) → V̂(uw → C(ac → bd)vx)
 V(uwV̂(u → C(a → b)v)V̂(w → C(c → d)x) → C(ac → bd)vx).
It is a worthwhile exercise to verify that C satises the axioms of aV-monoidal category.
Suppose C is aV-monoidal category, and form C as above. Note that C is tensored by Corollary 5.4,
since this is merely a property of the underlyingV-category of C (obtained by forgetting theV-monoidal
structure).
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8.1. Universal property of completion forV-monoidal categories.
Denition 8.2. We now endow ourV-functor I : C → C by a 7→ a J 1V from Denition 5.5 with the
structure of aV-monoidal functor. We dene
νIa,b ∈ V(1V → C(ab J 1V → (a J 1V)(b J 1V))) = V(1V → C(ab J 1V → ab J 1V))
to be jabJ1V . It is straightforward to check the necessary diagrams commute, and (I,ν ) isV-monoidal.
Theorem 8.3. Suppose C and D are V-monoidal categories with D tensored and closed and (F ,νF ) :
C → D is aV-monoidal functor such that the underlyingV-functor F : C → D is tensored. There exists
a tensoredV-monoidal functor (F ,νF ) : C → D such that I ◦ F  F asV-monoidal functors.
Proof. By Proposition 5.7, we know that the underlying V-functor of F (forgetting the V-monoidal
structure) factors through a tensored V-functor F : C → D, i.e., there is a V-natural isomorphism
σ : F ⇒ I ◦ F . It remains to show F can be endowed with the structure of aV-monoidal functor such
that σ isV-monoidal.
Since D is tensored, under the bijective correspondence in Theorem 1.2, there is a strong monoidal
functor (GZ ,νG) : V → Z (DV), and we dene G := GZ ◦ R where R : Z (DV) → DV is the forgetful
functor. Moreover, note that the right V-module structure of DV is given by d C v = dG(v) with
αd,u,v = 1dν
G
u,v similar to Remark 6.13. We dene νFaJu,bJv for a J u,b J v ∈ C to be equal to (νFa,bνGu,v) ◦
(1F (a)eF(b),G(u)1G(v)) in
DV(F ((a J u)(b J v)) → F (a J u)F (b J v)) = DV(F (ab)G(uv) → F (a)G(u)F (b)G(v)).
Here, eF (b),G(u) is the half-braiding for GZ (u) ∈ Z (DV). Associativity now follows immediately from
associativity of νF and νG , together with the hexagon axiom for the half-braidings e , and the fact that each
νG is actually morphism in Z (DV). (Indeed, this proof is similar to the displayed diagram in the proof of
[HPT16, Prop. 7.4], where all tensorators are implicitly suppressed.) Moreover, under the identication of
the rightV-module structure d C v := dG(v) as in Remark 6.13, we have that
σa := ρDa ∈ V(1V → D(F (a) → F (a) C 1V)) = V(1V → D(F (a) → F (a)))
is identied with jF (a), and thus σ is obviously monoidal.
Finally, to verify (6.2), one shows the mates of the mophisms
(F aJu→cJwF bJv→dJx )◦(−⊗D −)◦(νFaJu,bJv ◦D −) and (−⊗C−)◦F abJuv→cdJwx ◦(−◦D νFcJw,dJx )
are equal under the adjunction
V(C(a J u → c J w)C(b J v → d J x) → D(F (ab) C uv → (F (c) C w)(F (d) C x)))
= V(V̂(u → C(a → c)w)V̂(v → C(b → d)x) → D(F (ab)G(uv) → F (c)G(w)F (d)G(x)))
 DV(F (ab)G(uv)G(V̂(u → C(a → c)w)V̂(v → C(b → d)x)) → F (c)G(w)F (d)G(x)),
where one uses the denitions of − ◦D −, F , and − ⊗C − as mates given in Section 3.2 (see also [MP17,
Prop. 4.9]), Proposition 5.7, and Denition 8.1 respectively. We leave this enjoyable exercise to the reader,
who may wish to use the string diagrammatic calculus to perform this calculation. We point out that one
should keep in mind that G applied to any morphism inV is a morphism in Z (DV). 
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8.2. When tensored V-monoidal categories are equivalent to their completions. Since being
tensored is a property of the underlyingV-category of aV-monoidal category, we now adapt the results
of §5 to theV-monoidal setting by merely checking monoidality when necessary.
Recall from Lemma 5.9 that τaJu := µIa,u denes a 1V-gradedV-natural transformation τ : 1C ⇒ 1C◦I.
Lemma 8.4. Suppose C is closed. The 1V-gradedV-natural transformation τ : 1C ⇒ 1C ◦ I is monoidal.
Proof. We must verify for a J u,b J v ∈ C that the composites τabJuv ◦ ν1C◦IaJu,bJv and ν1
C
aJu,bJv ◦ (τaJuτbJv)
are equal in
CV((a J u)(b J v) → (a C u J 1V)(b C v J 1V)) = CV(ab J uv → aF (u)bF (v) J 1V)
= V(uv → C(ab → aF (u)bF (v)))
 CV(abF (uv) → aF (u)bF (v))(8.1)
where F : V → Z (CV) is the strong monoidal functor from Theorem 1.2, and we have identied
V̂V = V as in Example 2.11. Under the above Adjunction (8.1), the mate of µIa,uµIb,v = (ηCa,uηCb,v) ◦ (−⊗C −)
is given by
(1abF (ηCa,uηCb,v)) ◦ (1abνC(a→aF (u)),C(b→bF (v))) ◦ (1aeb,〈a→aF (u)〉1〈b→bF (v)〉) ◦ (εCa→aF (u)εCb→bF (v))
= (1abνu,v) ◦ (1abF (ηCa,u)F (ηCb,v)) ◦ (1aeb,〈a→aF (u)〉1〈b→bF (v)〉) ◦ (εCa→aF (u)εCb→bF (v))
= (1abνu,v) ◦ (1aeb,F (u)1F (v)) ◦ ([(1aF (ηCa,u)) ◦ εCa→aF (u)][(1bF (ηCb,v)) ◦ εCb→bF (v)])
= (1abνu,v) ◦ (1aeb,F (u)1F (v)),
which is exactly the mate of µI
ab,uv
◦ ν1C◦I
aJu,bJv . 
Theorem 8.5. The following are equivalent for a tensored closedV-monoidal category C.
(1) EveryV-representable functor Ra = C(a → −) : C → V̂ is tensored.
(2) TheV-monoidal functor I : C → C given by a 7→ a J 1V is tensored.
(3) The 1V-graded monoidalV-natural transformation τ : 1C ⇒ 1C ◦ I is an isomorphism.
(4) TheV-monoidal functors I : C → C and 1C : C → C witness aV-monoidal equivalence.
Proof. We know theV-functors (I,νI) : C → C and (1C,ν1C ) : C → C are monoidal and the 1V-graded
V-natural isomorphism σ : 1C ◦ I ⇒ 1C and the 1V-gradedV-natural transformation τ : 1C ⇒ 1C ◦ I
are monoidal. Hence the result follows formally from Theorem 5.12. 
Combining the above theorem with §5.4, whenV is rigid, we get the following corollaries.
Corollary 8.6. Suppose V is rigid and C is a closed V-monoidal category. Then C is V-monoidally
equivalent to C.
Corollary 8.7. SupposeV is rigid and C is a tensored closedV-monoidal category. Then C isV-monoidally
equivalent to C.
8.3. Is the completion closed? In addition to Remark 5.8, we have the following interesting question. If
C is a closedV-monoidal category, when is C closed? Of course, C is closed under any of the hypotheses
of Theorem 8.5, as C is V-monoidally equivalent to C. But perhaps C is closed under some weaker
assumptions, e.g., one could additionally assume C(1C → −) admits either a left adjoint or a leftV-adjoint.
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The problem arises when trying to dene the object [a J u, c J w] in a way where we get an
underlying adjunction
CV((a J u)(b J v) → c J w)  CV(b J v → [a J u, c J w]).
Under the identication V̂V = V , the left hand side above is equal toV(uv → C(ab → c)w), and at this
point it is not clear to us how to proceed unlessV is rigid.
Example 8.8. Building on Example 5.13, whenV is rigid, we can describe theV-monoidal structure of V̂
in more detail without taking mates. The tensor product morphism is given by
− ⊗V̂ − = β−1u∗w,v∗1x ∈ V(V̂(u → w)V̂(v → x) → V̂(uv → wx)) = V(u∗wv∗v → v∗u∗wx).
We can describe theV-monoidal structure of C in greater detail without taking mates. Indeed, the
tensor product morphism is given by
− ⊗C − = (β−1u∗C(a→c)w,v∗1C(b→d)x ) ◦ (1v∗u∗C(a→c)β−1w,C(b→d)1x ) ◦ (1v∗u∗(− ⊗C −)1wx )
∈ V(C(a J u → c J w)C(b J v → d J x) → C(ab J uv → cd J wx))
= V(u∗C(a → c)wv∗C(b → d)x → v∗u∗C(ab → cd)wx)
Denition 8.9. Suppose C is a closed V-monoidal category and V is rigid. By Lemma 5.14, every
V-representable functor V̂(u → −) : V̂ → V̂ is tensored. In other words, V̂(u → vw) = u∗vw =
V̂(u → v)w for all u,v,w ∈ V .
Recall from Example 6.5 that
(a J u ⊗ −)bJv→cJw := (jaJu1C(bJv→cJw)) ◦ (− ⊗C −)
= 1v∗[(coevu 1C(b→c)) ◦ β−1u∗,C(b→c) ◦ (ja ⊗C −)]1w
gives a well-denedV-functor C → C. It is easy to verify that setting [a J u,b J v] := [a,b] J u∗v and
[a J u,−]bJv→cJw = 1v∗[(1v∗[a,−]b→c1w ) ◦ (1v∗ coevu∗ 1C([a,b]→[a,c])1w ) ◦ (1u∗∗β−1u∗,C([a,b]→[a,c])]1w
∈ V(v∗C(b → c)w → v∗u∗∗C([a,b] → [a, c])u∗w)
= V(C(b J v → c J w) → C([a,b] J V̂(u → v) → [a, c] J V̂(u → w)))
gives a well denedV-functor [a J u,−] : C → C.
Proposition 8.10. TheV-functor ((a J u) ⊗ −) is leftV-adjoint to [a J u,−] via the isomorphism
θbJv,cJv := 1v∗[β−1u∗,C(ab→c) ◦ (1u∗θb,c)]1w
∈ V(v∗u∗C(ab → c)w → v∗C(b → [a, c]u∗w),
= V(C((a J u)(b J v) → c J w) → C(b J v → [a J u, c J w])),
where θ is the isomorphism for theV-adjunction (a ⊗ −) aV [a,−]. Thus C is closed.
Proof. First, (2.7) holds if and only if
(((a J u) ⊗ −)bJv→dJx1C(adJux→cJw)) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ θbJv,cJw = (1C(bJv→dJx)θdJx ,cJw ) ◦ (− ◦C −).
It is straightforward to check that the above equality follows from the fact that
((ja ⊗C −)1C(ad→c)) ◦ (− ◦C −) ◦ θb,c = (1C(b→d)θd,c) ◦ (− ◦C −),
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which is exactly (2.7) for θ for theV-adjunction (a ⊗ −) aV [a,−]. Similarly, the fact that (2.8) holds for
θ follows immediately from
(− ◦C −) ◦ θb,d = (θb,c[a,−]c→d) ◦ (− ◦C −),
which is exactly (2.8) for θ for theV-adjunction (a ⊗ −) aV [a,−]. 
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